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A Summary of the Ratfor Language, 
An Extended Por~able Dialect Called REP, 

Its Style and Flavor, 
Details of Its Implementation on the PDP-10 

Author: Joel Figen 
Date: September 10, 1981 

Ratfor <RATional FORtran) is a dialect of Fortran that allows 
structured programming and the ~se of simple macros. It is 
the language of the Software Tools package, and is documented 
in the book §gf~~~~§_!ggl§ (1). It has proved significantly 
easier than Fortran to read, write, and understand. Although 
debugging is slightly harder in Ratfor than in Fortran, there 
is usually less of it to do, since Ratfor lends itself to 
better progra~ design. Ratfor operates as a preprocessor to 
any existing Fortran system. It is relatively easy, using 
Ratfor, to write programs that are portable with little or no 
change to any environment that s~pports standard Fortran. 

REP (Ratfor Extended and Portable) is an extended version of 
Ratfor. It is fully upward compatible with the Addison-Wesley 
translator, though there are a few divergences from cert~in 

Unix (2) and Software Tools User Group (3) dialects. The 
principal feature of REP is its fully developed macro 
facility, a language within a language, capable of doing such 
things as creating new data types, data structuring, 
recursive procedures, and much more, portably, and in the 
spirit of Ratfor, but there are many other lesser though 
nevertheless important extensions. Henceforth, in this 
document, thE·! term "Rat·for" n?fers to the Addi scm·-·Wesl ey 
dialect, and the subset of REP that is compatible with it. 
Extended features of REP will be indicated by prefixing 
"REP:" at the left margin. 

SOUF:CE FORMAT 

The syntax of Ratfor makes it concise and visually 
attractive. It has only the minimum of punctuation. Input is 
free-form. Statements may appear anywhere en the input line. 
The end of a line generally marks the end of a statement, but 
certain lines that are obviously not finished automatically 
continue onto the next line. This includes parenthesized 
conditions in control statements (if, while, until, for), and 
lines ending with a comma. 

Multiple statements may appear on one line if separated by 
semicolons. A semicolon alone is also a null statement. The 
comment convention, a sharp (#) anywhere, means that the 
rest of the line is commentary, so Ratfor ignores it. Quoted 
strings are converted to nH .•• •s; both single and double 
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quotes are acceptable, but in any string they have to match. 
Blanks (and tabs) are significant in that they must be used 
to separate alphanumeric words. 

SPECIAL OPERATORS 

Certain operators have new representations in Ratfor, 
although the regular Fortran forms are also acceptable: 

Rat for 

> 
< 
<= 
>= 
-·-
"'::: 

8( 

"' 
REP: ( ) 

Fortran 

• GT. 
.LT. 
• GE. 
.LE. 
n EQ. 
.NE. 
.AND. 
.OR • 
• NOT. 
<DUMARG> allowing functions 

without arguments 

CONTROL STRUCTURES 

Ratfor has the right control structures for goto~less 

programming. Fortran control statements are also .. available, 
with the exception of the three branched arithmetic if, and 
the.'ord fashioned do statement. Ratfor~ as you will see, has 
newer ideas. Braces {} are used to group multiple statements. 

1. If statem~":!nt: if <condition) statement 
or if (condition> s~atement else statement 

This is the basic forward branching or selection structure. A 
dangling else groups with the latest previous un-else"d if. 
You can override this with braces, but that~s seldom 
df.i'!s;i rabl e. 

E>: i::\mp 1 e: 

i f ( :·: =:::: 1 n (l) 

r-eturn 
els<·? if <y .. ___ H) 

j = 2 
else { 

j ·- 3 
c.:"\11 ugot. it. 
} 

While statement: while (condition) statement 
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This is a simple loop, that repeated as long as condition is 
true. If condition is false, the loop is skipped. ExampJe: 

while Cgetc(c) ~= O> 
call putc<c> 

3. Repeat statement: repeat statement 
or repeat statement until (condition) 

Without an until-clause, this is an infinite loop. You get 
out of it with a break, goto, or return. 

With th~ until-clause, it is equivalent to 

r-epeat { 
statement<s> 
if < condition 

break 
} 

4. For statement: for (initial; condition; reinit) statement 

This is equivalent to: 

initial 
while ( condition { 

statemF-mt 
r-ei nit 
} 

e:·:ampl e: 
for < i = 1; i < 10; 

ar-r·ay(i) =: 0 
i ::::: i+1 ) 

In the for statement, the init, condition, or reinit can be 
omitted. 

In all of the lo6ping structures, the body of the loop can be 
omi_t.ted, <~.g. 

while Cgetc(c) ::::::::::BLANK> 

This would skip p~st blanks on the standard input. The 
semicolon marks the omission. 

F~EF': init and reinit A for statement can have multiple 
clauses. This allows a loop to have several 
e.g. 

for C i == 1 , j ~-= 1 0, k == 1 00; i < 20; 

This raises the possibility of writing entire loops in 
a single statement. Restraint is indicated. 
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REP~ The conditional expression in an if, while, 
for has extended syntax. There are 3 
op+.:"?r at. oF·~-;: 

l. ,.., 
..:: " 
3 

<ORIF> 
<ANDIF) 
<AFTER> 

until, o1~ 

addi ti cmal 

ANDIF and ORIF work like AND and OR <& and l> except 
that left to right evaluation is guaranteed, th~reby 
controlling side effects. Both operands of these 
operators must be Fortran expressions that evaluate to, 
a truth val~e. REP actually breaks up ,conditionals 
containing ANDIF or ORIF in~o a series of Fortran IF 
statf."-:)ments. 

AFTER i~' used to introduce computations that must be 
performed before a coMditional test is made. The 
prEi!l i mi nary computati ems are called "pr·econdi t. i. ons". 
Each precondition must be a single fortran statement, 
normally an assignment or a cal1, although a read wciuld 
also be possible. r:~ pn;;?condition may not be a ccmt1~o1 

statement. (if, do, goto~ etc.) Each precondition is 
followed by a comma. Preconditions may be used only at 
the beginning of a conditional expression, o~ after an 
ANDIF, an ORIF, or another precondition. 

RESTRICTION: ANDIF and ORIF may not be mixed in a 
single conditional, and must. be used only at the 
outermost parenthetical level of a conditional 
e>:p·res;sion. If this sounds like too much of a 
restriction, reflect for a mom~nt on the fact that 
conditionals without parentheses are easiest to re~d, 
especially if they have only and's or only o~"s in 
them, and that the regular ANb and OR ar~ available, 
and can be mixed with ANDIF .and ORIF. The precedence of 
ANDIF and ORIF .is lower than that of any Fortran 
operator, or, equivalently, these operators take 
Fortran expressions as operands. 

examples: 

if <c = getc<>, c =~BLANK l c 

First. getc is called, 
then the result is tested 

c = getc: (c:) 

i f ' < c === BLANK c: == TAB> 

The same thing is straight Ratfor 

If (getc(c) ==BLANK : l c ==TAB) 

Effectively the same thing. 
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6. 

REP: 

i ·f ( j:::::l' k:::::2, >: - ..... y j =55, k -- z) 
call hoohah 

j is set to 1, k is set to 2, then :-: is 
compared with y. If this comparison succeeds, 
the call to hoohah is made without further 
ado. But if the comparison fails, j is set to 
55 and k is set to 3. If this comparison 
succeeds, the call to hoohah is made, but if 
it fails, control passes to the next 
statement. One way to read a statement like 
this is "if AFTER j equal 1 and AFTEF::: k equal 
2, x is equal to y ORIF AFTER j equal 55, c is 
equal to z ••• " If it sounds r·ight, chances ar<;? 
it is right. In this case, it sounds as bad as 
it looks. 

Do st.':l.tement 

This is the same as the Fortran do statement, except that 
the statement number must be omitted. The range of the 
loop is one statement. or one bracketed group of 
statements. example: 

do I= 1,10 
arr"ay (i) ..... 0 

REP also accepts the Fortran do statement (with a 
statement number>. 

7. Break and Next. 

REP: 

These can be used to control looping, in conjunction with 
the loop structures above. Next skips the rest of the 
loop, and ge~s on to the test for the next iteration. In 
the case of a for-loop, next branches to the reinit 
clause. The behavior of the next-statement constitutes an 
exception to the equivalences stated above, namely that a 
repeat-until is equivalent to a repeat 
equivalent to a while.Break exits from 
immediately. Only on<;? level cJf looping 
controlled, so, if you need to break or next 
loops, you need a goto. 

and •:':\ 
th€·? 

can 
out 

·for· is; 
loop 

be !";o 
oi: two 

A break or next can control multiple levels of loops: 
This is done by putting a digit after the word break or 
next to indicate the number of levels involved, e.g. 

·for ( ••• ) 
{ 

repeat 
.r 
\, 

#to "until" 
# to the reinit of the for 
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break 
break 2 
} until ( •• a) 

other statements 
} 

# to "other statements" 
# to "rest of program" 

SIMPLE MACROS AND tHE DEFINE STATEMENT 

The st.::-\tement 

define<macroname,anything) 

declares that from that point on in the program, wherever 
Ratfor sees "macroname", which must be an alphanumeric token, 
it shall replace it with "anything", e>:cept. within ;a wor-d ell~ 

in a quoted stririg. The replacement text can consist of any 
printable characters including white space and NEWLINES, with 
the restriction that parentheses in it must b~ balanced. 
Macro names may be arbitrarily long, and case is ·significant 
in macro n<.":\mes •. 

Once you have defined a macro, you can redefine it as many 
times as you like. 

Defines can be nested. Thus 

define(select,define<case~if define(case,else if)).) 
define<otherwise,else) 

haE. the effect of causing the first. "case" after a "sel ec:t" 
to e~l·: pand to an "if", and each subsequent 11 case 11 to En: pand tel 
an "t?lsf? i·f 11

• Thj.s c:r·f?ates a new way of w1~j.ting a multipl0:~ 

branch structure: 

sel £?.c:t. 
case (>: ::::;::-.:: :f.) 

st;atemE!nt.l 
c:a~s.e <~·~ ==== :~:) 

statem<ent.:;;:~ 

oth~rwise 

statement~.::. 

can 
be 
wh. tten 
in 
place 
of· 

. i ·f ( )·( == 1 ) 
stat.ementl 

else i·f (l·: ~-==::: 2) 
!5 t r.":\ t:. f?men t. :.2 

else 
. stat£?.irient::::. 

The select-case structure is sometimes easier to understand 
than the corresponding if-then·struc:ture. 

REP: Rep h."::l.s· 
di SCl.ISE.ed 

great.l y 
later. 

expanded the macro facility. This is 

TEXT INCLUSidN AND THE INCLUDE STATEMENT 

ThE?. statement 
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inc 1 ude f i 1 f?.n;ame 

causes the contents of the named file to replace the include 
statement and the rest of the line it's on. This is 
especially useful when the sam~ declarations, such as a 
description of a common block, must be used in several 
subprograms. 

Includes may be nested to a fairly deep level, 
least ·five. 

usually at. 

REP: REP allows the filename to be a quoted string. This 
allows the use of file names that are not legal Ratfor 
tokens. 

RATFOH SYNTAX 

The following is a partial BNF syntax of the Ratfor language, 
representing the part of the language recognized by 
Ratfor-to-Fortran translator. Ratfor itself can't understand 
Fortran, so Ratfor doesn't even try to parse those 
nonterminals (grammatical constructs) that Fortran knows 
about. These are eventually recognized by Fortran, so if 
t:hey'r·e wr·ong, For·t,··,::\n will (hopefuJ-'ly) give a dia<;;Jnostic:. 
Included :in this catt:~gory a1~e "ccmdit.i.on"!• which should be:~ a 
For·t,~an loqical e>:pression, "initialize" and "reini.t", whic:h 
should each be a single Fortran assignment or call statement, 
and "li.mits", whic:h is the variable and li.mit~5 par·t of a 
Fortran do statement. 

The capitalized words in the grammar below are the syntactic 
terminals <Basic: tokens) of the grammar, as are most of the 
punctuation marks other than : and:. All the word tokens 
represent keywords, spelled the same way as the token name, 
except that the keywords do not have to be capitalized, 
except for INTEGER, which represents any string of digits, 
and OTHER, whic:h represents any statement that doesn't begin 
with one of the other keywords. The punctuation marks 
represent themselves. 

f ul 1 -.. ~:; t r.i t.f?.m E! rYt. 
l.:;~.bel 

s t ;:;~. t. em en t. 

full-·~:;t.atement. 

program full-statement 

st. <at <~!men t. 
INTEGER 

l;atH?.l st.at.em<-?.nt. 

I F ( con d i t i CHI 

IF ( condition 
statemf?nt 

statE·!ment 
~5t;:;~.temE·?nt EI.. .. SE 

WHILE ( condition ) statement 
FOR (i.nitiali~~e; concHticm!: n::drdt) 

statement 
REPEAT ~:;t;:;~.tf?.ment 

REPEAT program UNTIL ( condition ) 
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REP~ SYNH~X OF F~EP 

DO limits statement 
BF;:EAK 
NEXT 
{ progr.:1m } 
OTHEF;: 

The following is a partial BNF synta~ of the REP language. 
All the remarks made about the ~atfcr syntax above apply here 
as well. 

REP contains more pass-the-buck nonterminals than RATFOR. 
Included in this Ci::'\tegcry arf."~ "for·tcclndition", which shcH . .!ld 
b€~ a Fcr··l:l~an logical e>:pr~ession, "fr.1r·timper·at:i.ve", which 
should each be a single Fortran assignment or call statement, 
and "limits", which is the v.::wiablf? and limits pal~t. of a 
Fortran do-statement. -

This syntax also omits all macros, even though some of them 
are built into the translator and look like statements. 
Included in this category are main_entry, normal~exit, 

define, and include. For documentation on these, see the 
section on built in macros. 

:full-statement 

l ai::H?l 

I 
I 

full-'-statE?ment 
program -full-statement 

statement:. 
t 

1 abel !statc-?mf:mt 
INTEGEF< 

IF ( ccmdi t:i. on 
IF ( c:i:m(j:i ti Clf') 

statement 
WHILE ( c:onditibn 
FOR ( in it i a 1 i z e; 

statement 

~;t ;at t:!m€-;•n t 
st<:ttemE~nt ELSE 

) s;t.;::1tem<-:"!nt 
condition; rei~it 

REPEr-')T s;tatetnE)nt 
REPEAT statement UNTIL 
DO limits statement 

r.::ondition 

DO INTEGER limits 
BREAI< 
Bj=;:EAI< · INTEGER 
NEXT 
NEXT INTEGEH 
STRING [SJ id [(INTEGER)] [at equivJ 

str--·-i nit 
{ p!~ogram } 
OTHEH-
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equiv a Fortran subscripted array name 

ccmcl it i em 

subc:cmdi ti on 

subconclition 
fortran-imperative , condition 
fort-·condi t i onal 
fort-conditional orif-expr 
fort-conditional andif-expr 

and if -e>: pr· 

or if -e:·: pr· 

initialize 

n:~init 

.id 
str--·i nit 

&& fort-conditional 
andif-expr && fort-conditional 

:: fort-conditional 
orif-expr :: fort-conditional 

fortran-imperative 
initialize , fortran-imperative 
fortran-imperative 
reinit , fortran-imperative 

any fortran identifier 
stl~-·ini t--el t 
str-init str-init-elt 

str-init-elt "str·ing" ,st.rj.ng, INTEGEF: 

REP: ADDITIONAL FEATURES OF REP 

REP has several additional features worthy of mention here. 

1. Statement reordering: REP allows type decl~rations, data 
statements and executable statements to mingle freely in 
.:my subprogr-am. 

2. Name shortening: REP allbws identifiers of any length, up 
io the maximum fa r a token, which is about 200 
characters. If longer than 6 characters, identifiers are 
shortened automatically. The replacement names are 
guaranteed to begin with the same letter as the original, 
and to consist of a letter followed by 5 digits. To 
prevent a name from being shortened, enclose it in 
percents, which REP will remove. e.g. 

d~fine very_long_name %very_lcng_name% 

3. Continuation symbol: REP has a very general .convention 
for line and word continuations. The continuation 
char.:':\c:tel~ is the A~;c:ii underlinE• or· back.:H·r·ow ( ) . You 
can use it in a variety of ways 

To 'continue a statement or macro body 
To punctuate any alphanumeric or quoted token 
You may put a comment after it 
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Here•s how it works: In the lexical scanner~ i.e.before 
REP has even looked at the syntax of a statement, 
whenever an underline is encou~tered, .REP discards it and 
looks ahead. If there's nothing on the same line but air 
(space o~ a comment), REP discards the rest of the line 
and all leading white space on the next line. If, on the 
other hand, there are other characters on the same line, 
REP proceeds as though nothing had happened, discarding 
only the underline. If the next character is an 
underline, REP accepts it as text. This happens even in a 
quoted string. 

4. Transmitted comments: In REP, you can transmit comments 
into the Fortran intermediate code. A transmitted comment 
is indicated by beginning with two or more "s. The 
comment is transmitted as a regular Fortran comment, on a 
line by itself, with a C in column 1. 

5. Octal constants: ·REP treats any alphanumeric token that 
begins with 0 (zero) as an octal integer, and converts it 
to decimal. BUG ALERT: Don•t use real constants beginning 
with zero. REP will think they're octal. 

6. Character code independence: REP ~rograms can be made 
independent of the character codes used in the target 
environment. This is accomplished by redefining the names 
of the character~ and recompiling. The string declaration 
is sensitive to th~ character names, ~nd responds 
automatically to character redefinitions. This technique 
is reasonably robust, but not idiot proof. Collating 
sequences can be a problem, and library routines may have 
to be recompiled. The REP translator itself is character 
code DEPENDENT. The normal way of runhing it in a hostile 
environment is to transl~te it"s input and output. 

7. Extended string declaration: 
represented as 

string[$] name [(length)] 

The synt~x can ·also be 

[at array<subscripts)J [initializerl 

The [J"s mean that the stuff inside them is optional. The 
line break shown here is false. It"s just to fit the 
pattern on the page. 

The S means that the string doesn't end with an EOS. 

The length,. if specifi~d, becomes the actual length of 
the string, regardless of the initi~lizer. If you specify 
a length shorter than the initializer, the initializer is 
truncated, and you get a warning message. In the case of 
a non-EOS ($) string~ if the length is longer than the 
initializer, the string is padded with blanks on the 
right. 

The at-clause, if specified, ~enerates an equivalence 
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statement to put th• string into a larger structure. 

The initializer can consist of one or more of the 
following, in seriesJ without commas between them: 

- strings quoted with single or double quotes. 
-integers <unquoted, octal or decimal). 
- simple macros defined as quoted strings or integers. 

If there are multiple initializers, their values are 
concatenated. Initializers that are unquoted integers 
each become a !Si flgl e char-acter n This is the way o·f 
introducing unprintable characters and special codes into 
a string. 

The initializer can be omitted if a length is specified. 
The string is then initialized to a null string, i.e a 
~ingle EOS in column 1, or if $ is specified, all blanks. 

There are 3 hidden features: 

1. The type of the generated string is whatever type 
character is defined as at the time. 

..... 
-'.. n Codes generated from quoted strings are 

values are in effect for the standard names 
characters at the time. 

Whi:.~teVE!I'"" 

of asc:i.:i. 

3. The length of the string is remembered and can be 
used in computation. This is done by defining it as a 
simple macro. The name of the macro is 
stringname.LENGTH , where the name of the string is 
spr.)J.led ca~~ewise e>:actly i::\S declared, and "L.ENHTH" is 
always in caps. This feature must be enabled by a 
.mode macro before use. 
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REP PORTABILITY CONSIDERATIONS 

Rep is provided in two 
Ratfor translator. There 
called the bootstrap, 
bootstrap is originally 
translate the source. 

forms. as was the old Addison-Wesley 
is a portable vers~on~ in Fortran, 
and the full source in Ratfor. The 

created from the source, and can 

Unlike the Addison-wesley translator, the REP source file 
requires no includes, since all the common blocks and 
definitions are already in it. The common blocks are defined 
as macros and expanded where needed. All of the standard 
macros are likewise included in the source, and the standard 
macro library file is in fact generated as a byproduct of 
translating the source. 

Also unlike the Addison-wesley translator, the REP source 
file contains conditional assembly statements to generate any 
of 3 separate versions of REP: the bootstrap, the declO, or 
the dec20 version. It is recommerided That you ~ake your 
changes in such a way as to add machine specific versions to 
the repertdire, and to keep all version~ current. Typically, 
machine dependencies Will affect primarily the standard 
macros, at the beginning, and the main program, which just 
opens files and calls the pars~~. 

The bootstrap translator contains quick and dirty portable 
versions of the i/o primitive routines needed to run REP. 
These will be EXTREMELY slow, because of the i/~, and your 
mrror messages will be garbled, because the routines remar 
and remark can't really be made portable in Fortra~ ·66. Also, 
the intlude, savefra~e, and use macros will only wdrk if the 
filename is a fort~an unit number that has previously been 
tonnected to the desired file. A little work here would go a 
long way. What is needed is for open and close to access 
files b~ name, rather than number. Other than that, the 
bootstrap is equivalent in most ways to the production 
translators. 

Once y6u have the bootstrap running and able to compile 
itself, which should be supremely easy, it is recommended 
that you rewrite the i/o primitives and the main program to 
suit your environment and taste, preferably after g~oking 
<1>. In most cases, you should write the i/o in some l~nguage 
other than Fortran. REP operates on Ascii characters 
internally. Please leave it that way. Programs written in REP 
may use any code you desire, by redefining the macros that 
name characters. 

REP was developed on a DECsystem-20 (3) using Fortran-20 (4) 
under TOPS-20 version 3a. It has run successfully under 
TOPS-10 (5) on a DECSYSTEM-10 (3), which is not really a 
port. Fortran-20 Is a fairly forgiving environment, so there 
may be portability errors undetected, but the language is 
about as close to the 1966 standard as I could make it. There 
is one glaring exception: I made no effort to hold subscript 
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expressions to the 1966 sanctioned form, <c*v + k). This 
restriction runs counter to all compiler hacking sense, even 
for 1966, and most implemento~s have allowed general integer 
expressions as subscripts. This relaxation is especially 
important for REP, in which macros involving subscripting are 
often used for data structuring. The restriction was removed 
in the 1977 standard. However, any departure from a standard 
is dangerous when portability is the goal. Already one 
potential target system has surfaced that restricts 
subscripts (8). Perhaps the answer would be an extension to 
REP that allows it to separate selected subscript 
calculations from the statements in which they occur. 

REP requires nearly the full Ascii set for programming. No 
attempt was made to accomodate partial mappings. The 
characters can be represented externally in any form, but 
they had better all be there. All REP keywords and most 
Fortran keywords must be in lower case. All macro names must 
be spelled casewise exactly as declared. It would be possible 
to set up a macro library in which synonyms are provided, in 
upper case, for all lower case words, plus synonyms such as 
BEGIN and END for { and }. It would be better to buy a new 
tf.:>r·mi nal. · 

REP has been partially ported from the Dec-20 to an IBM 4341 
using Fortran H Extended (6) under VM-CMS (7). An EBCDIC tape 
was written on the 20, using a translation table derived from 
the REP macro set that defines EBCDIC equivalents to ascii 
Cebcdic.rat>, and read on the 4341. There were no problems. 
The bootstrap and the REP source both looked perfect when 
displayed on an Ascii terminal on the 4341, and the bootstrap 
compiled, ran, and regenerated itself from the source. The 
project was dropped at that paint due to lack of interest, 
but there is every reason to believe that it could have been 
completed without unexpected problems. 
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RATFOR AND REP OBJECT CODE 

The Addison-Wesley Ratfor translator generates Fortran code 
that is nearly unreadable. There are no spaces between tokens 
in a statement. There are lots of unlabciled continue 
statements. There are no comments and no blank lines. 
Statements that are longer than 72 charatters are tontinued 
in column 6, quite normally and quite unbeautifully. There is 
nothing in column.73 or thereafter. Ratfor sometimes produces 
awkward code from control structuresi full of extra gotb"s 
and continue•s. The way Ratfor translates control structures 
is documented in (1), pp. 292~295. 

However, the Fortran from a Ratfor translation is really just 
intermediate code, and not meant for human consumption, so 
who cares what it looks like? Even the awkwardness of the 
contx·ol !5tructl.tres i·s usualLy o·f no consequence, !Since at 
worst, a few microseconds are involved. Actually, many 
Fortrans do enough optimization of control statements that 
there is no effect whatever on the final object code. Perhaps 
the worst code is generated when an else follows a break, 
stop, return, or next. In .this case, Ratfor generates an 
unreachable goto statement, which can elicit a diagnostic 
from some Fortrans. The only gene~al answer is to avoid such 
CDnstruct!5 .. 

Many of the same shortcomings are also found in REP output, 
but 

1.. EnDugh white space is ~reserved to make the Fortran 
r·e;adab 1 e 

2. REP generates no unlabeled continues. Whenever 
possible, REP avoids generating a continue statement. 

3. In nearly no cases does REP generate unreachable 
code, so go ahead and use else after break, etc. 

4. You can, if you wish, insert comments into the 
Fortran, by starting a regular ratfor comment with 
## instead of #. such comments appear in Fortran 
on a separate line, preceding the ratfor line they're 
on, with the ## replaced by C. 

5. In every output line, you will find a funny number 
such as 1-0002 in eels 72-77. This is derived from 
the line number of the ratfor source statement. The 
left digit is the include level, and the right 4 are 
thf:;;' line nt.tmbr.~r· within thE·! sm.trc:e fil<,?. Th:i.!:; is 
mostly useful in debugging. 

With these improvements, The Fortran intermediate code is 
almost civilized, though it hardly looks humanly written. Jt 
would certainly be feasible to write a portable program in 
REP, and distribute only the Fortran code to users on various 
m<:H::h i nes. 
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STRING HANDLING IN RATFOR 

There are several disciplines for handling string and 
character data in Ratfor: 

:L. The Fortran method. 
2 .. The Software Tools method. 

REP: 3 .. The PDP-10 method. 
REP: 4. The hidden packing method. 
REP: 5" The fi:·:ed field method. 

The Fortran method is available simply because Ratfor 
includes all of Fortran. It is not. recommended, because of 
it's crudeness and machine dependency. It. will not be 
discussed here. The methods found only in REP will be 
discussed in a separate section. That leaves only the 
Software Tools method to discuss in this section. 

THE SOFTWARE TOOLS METHOD OF STRING HANDLING 

This method ha~ the advantages of elegance, 
understandability, and portability. It~s disadvantage is 
primarily in efficiency of memory usage. There are two 
sources of inefficiency. 

1. All strings 
all oc<ated at 
permanently. 

are statically 
compile time, 

allocated. 
and stays 

Memor·y is 
c:tl 1 ocated 

2. On some machines, a full word must be allocated for 
each character. This is because many Fortrans have no 
smaller data type~ 

Both of these problems can 
careful programming. Therefore, 
for portable programs. 

b€:? mit i g<:il.ted 
this met.hcJcl 

t:.cJ a degr£:'e by 
is rec<:lmmendt:!d 

In essence, this method is the use of a single Fortran 
variable or array element, in the integer mode, to store a 
single character. For strings, we use an :integral array. In 
those Fortrans that have a short integral type (such as BYTE 
or LOGICAL*1>, that type may be used. Otherwise, a full 
integer variable is necessary. To cover these cases, while 
improving readability, we use an imaginary data type, type 
character, in declarations, e.g. 

ch;ar·actf?t~ function :·:vz.(t.<:Jk€':-!n) 
' . 

character c, t.oken<ARB) 

We normally allow the Ratfor translator to decide what 
Fortran type to assign. 

Pleas~ note that, although a character variable is an 
integer, It is best not to assume that it will hold anything 
bigger than a single character, i.e. 7 bits for ASCII or 8 
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bit~ for EBCDIC. Also, if you declare. a formal parameter that 
is type character array, don't pass it an integer array~ They 
may nat always be the same size~ It is nat safe to make any 
assumptions about whether a character is signed or unsigned 
in its representation. It is reasonably safe to assume a 
character will hold a positive integer between 0 and 127. 

Since we are dealing with integers, at the Fartra~ level, we 
can"t use any Fortran methods of talking about ch~racters. 
For instance, we can't use character constants ('aaa• or 
3haaa>, we can"t use format statements, or formatted i/o, and 
we can't easily use data statements to initialize strings. 

Instead of· character constant~;, we use simple macros 
'("m<ani1-est c:on!stants") that are defined C:'\!:; having the numeric: 
values of ascii Cor whatever) characters. There is a standard 
list of these names, which will be appended to this document. 

For string constants, we use the string declaration, e.g. 

str·ing s "This is a str·ing." 

Once this declaration is made, the identifier •s• can be used 
li'Jhf?.revf?r <a so·f:twar·e tools method string .is legal (me:'\inly as 
an actual parameter). What Ratfor actually does is to create 
a character array and initialize it with the value of the 
string followed by an end of string marker <EOS>. The 
Addison-Wesley translator, as originally distributed, did not 
support the string declaration. 

In connection with this method, there are also some special 
values that are used: 

EOS A nonprintable character used to mark the 
logical end of a string 

NEWLINE -- A character that marks the end of a print 
1 i ne. 

EOF An integer (n.b.) that marks the end of a 
f i 1 e c1n input. 

There are a few things to note here: 

l. • EOS is a value of type character, since it must be 
stored in a character array. Therefore, that value 
can't be used for actual data. Usually the ascii NUL 
(0) is used for EOS. 

2. Whatever method your computer customarily uses to 
delimit lines of text, the Ratfar i/o system passes 
you a NEWLINE only when end of line is read, and it 
creates a line break when you write a NEWLINE. If 
your computer likes fixed length records, this may 
involve padding output with blanks, and stripping 
trailing blanks an input. Don't plan on receiving 
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trailing blanks. Alsci, random 
files must be used with caotion 
desired. 

access to character 
if portability is 

3. Since EOF is an integer,. any function that may return 
EOF sh6uld be declared as type integer. This is not 
always observed, even in the book Software Tools. 

For the most part, this is a convenient method of talking to 
a computer about strings. One thing that's missing is 
formatted i/o, but that's seldom really ne•ded, and, in any 
case, quite inefficient. This method is very good in cases 
where field boundaries are not fixed, but are delimited by 
syntactical markers of some sort. It's weak in cases where 
strings may be arbitrarily long <you'd rather use dynamic 
allocation), and in cases where field .boundaries are 
delimited by a fixed count <you'd rather use a format). Both 
of these cases are addressed in REP, but in Ratfor you are 
more limited. There is nothing stopping you from designing a 
new set of primitives for handling strings, or any other kirid 
of ~ata if you choose to, however, but then you lose 
pt::wt ab i 1 it y n 

There are a few library routines available for string 
operations in this method. They are: 

i == length(s) 

Length of strin~ <NOT counting the EOS). 

i = inde:-: <s,c) 

Index of c in s. Returns 0 <zero) if ~tring s does 
not contain character c, else the index (i.e. 
subscript value) of the leftm6st match. 

i = equal<sl,s2) 

Compares 
YES if sl 
standa1~d 

values.) 

sl with s2, stopping at first EOS. Returns 
-- s2, else NO. <YES and NO are the 
Software Tools way of talking about truth 

call scopy(s1,i1,s2,i2) 

Copies the string at sl(il) to s2Ci2). Movement is 
rightward and stops after moving the first EOS in 
s1<:i1). 

n = itoc(int,str,size) 

Converts int to decimal string in array str with size 
limit s:i.Zf?. If int: :i!s nt?.gative, a minus !Siqn j,!:; 

placed at the left. An EOS is placed after the last 
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REP: 

REP: 

REF': 

REP: 

REP: 

digit. The returned value is the length of the 
converted string, not counting the EOS. 

Converts the UNSIGNED digit string at s(i) from 
decimal to binary integer and returns it as the 
function value. Stops at the first nondigit 
encountered. Upon return, i points to the nondigit. 
Therefore, i must be a variable. 

n = !:>ctoi. (s, i) 

Same as ctoi, except tha~ s may have a leading sign~ 

i = indexs<s1,s2) 

Same as index, except th~t s2 is a string rather than 
a c:h<:\ract.er. 

call scopyn<s1,i1,s2,i2,n) 

Same as scopy, except. that at most n characters are 
moved. Very possibly there will be no EOS. 

i = equaln<s1,s2,n) 

Same as equal, except that at most n characters are 
compar·eci .. 

i ~ iscomp<s1,s2) 

Same as equal, except that a high-low-equal 
comparison is done. Returns 0 if strings are equal, a 
negative number if s1 < s2, and a positive number if 
sl > ~s2. Collating sequence is straight. binary, and 
therefor~ not entirely portable accross character 
s1ets. 

These are not predeclared. 
integer decla~a{ion for equai, 
routines with the REP: prefix 
are not standard primitives. 

th.el--e·for·£·~ you must ,inc:: lt..tc.if:;? an 
ctoi, sctoi, and equaln. The 
could be used with Ratfor, but 

Certain common string operations are not included in this 
list, notably substringing and concatenation. These can be 
done quite simply using two or more of the above routines. 
For instance: 

call scopy (s1,1+1,s2,length(s2)+1) # concats ~2 to s1 

call scopyn(s1,5,s2,1,4) 
s2(5) ::::: EOS 

If you find it easier to think in terms of substring and 
concatenate, you could write little routines of your o~n to 
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do them. 

There are also standard routines for transferring characters 
and strings between memory and files. These are covered in 
the section on I/0. 
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INPUT/OUTPUT IN RATFOR 

Since Ratfor includes all of Fortran, all Foftran I/0 
fe:'\cilitit?.s are available. We will not discuss them he1re, 
except to say that you can use them if you want, but Ratfor 
provides and recommends another method, especially designed 
for convenient portable handling of character data. WARNING; 
although some implem~ntations may allow it, you can't mix 
Ratfor and Fortran I/0 calls on the same file at the same 
time. 

This method treats each file as a· stream of characters. Most 
files are divided into lines of text. Externally, the 
computer can represent this division in whatever w~y is most 
ccmvenient ·for the! operatin<J system. Inte1rnally, the 
character NEWLINE is used. When r~ading a file, one character 
at a time, you get the data characters interspersed with 
NEWLINES, and you get an EOF at the end. You never get an 
EOS. When writing a file, you write data characters and 
NEWLINES. You don't write EOS's or EOF'~. 

When you open a file, you are given a number called the fd 
<or file descriptor). It's v~lue is unimportant to you. It 
simply refers to the f'ile while it is open. 

In addition to any files you may open, there are 3 standard 
streams (4 in REP>, with permanently assigned fd's. These are 
known by the names: 

REP: 

STDIN 
STDOUT 
ERFWUT 
CTLIN 

The standard input 
The standard output 
The error output 
The control input 

These names (actually manifest constants) may be used 
wherever an fd is legal. There are also a few simple i/o 
functi6ns that use on~ of the standard streams implicitly. 

By default, the standard strea~s are directed to the user's 
terminal. In a batch environment, they might default to the 
job deck or control file for input, and to the log file for 
output. As a mi~imum, there is a means for redirecting STDIN 
and STDOUT to a file (at run time). Some systems have more 
elaborate schemes, allowing ERROUT to be redirected also, and 
allowing STDOUT of one program to be piped into the STDIN of 
another. This is e~tremely useful, but even the simplest case 
mentioned above is very pow~rful, often allowing a single 
program to do the work of two or three. 

LIBRARY ROUTINES FOR THE SOFTWARE TOOLS METHOD OF I/0 

SINGLE CHARACTER I/0 

integer getc,getch 
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i = 
i = 

call 
call 

getc: (c:) Read 1 char· from STDIN 
get.c:h ( c: , fd) Read 1 char from any fd 

putc (c:) Write 1 char to STDOUT 
putc:h <c:, fd) W• ... ite 1 char t.o any fd 

The functions getc: and getch return an integer value, 
either the c:h~rac:ter read or EOF. The formal 
parameter c also receives the character read, and 
should be a character variable or array element.. When 
getc or getc:h returns EOF, the value of c: is 
undefined. If you continue t.o read after EOF, the 
results are undefined. 

The "c:" pal'"ameter· to putc: or putch 
character variable or array element., or 
constant naming a character. 

should be a 
a symbolic: 

OPENING, CLOSING, ETC. 

integer open, copen, create 
st.r·i ng fn "whatever" 

fd - open (fn, mode) 
fd = copen (fn, mode) 
fd = create (fn, mode) 

call close (fd) 
call remove (fn) 

REP: call rename (fn1, fn2) 

open a file 
open if possible, else abort 
create a file 

close an open file 
delete a file 

rename a file 

Open opens an e~ist.ing file (for input or output). 

Create creates a new file, erasing an existing one if 
necessary, and opens it. 

Open and create return 
unsuccessful they return 
Copen never return ERR, 
me!ssage 

<ftlename> ~ c:an"t open 

an fd if successful. If 
a symbolic: constant ERR. 
instead, it aborts with the 

The modes for open, copen, and create are, 
READ and WRITE. Additional modes such as 
APPEND, and RANDOM are often provided. 

m:i. n i llli.-:\ll y !• 

l:~r::ADWR I TE, 

As a r·ul f? 

syst.e!m doe!:; 

STF<ING I /0 

it is not necessary to close files. The 
it automatically at the end of the run. 
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integer <.:;JE!tU.n 
1 i ne <I"IAXL II\IE) 
n = getlin <line, fd) 

Read a line of text from fd into character array 
line. The line will be terminated by NEWLINE EQS. The 
function value is the length of the line <exclus(ve 
of EOSJ, or EOF if. ther~ are no more lines to read. 
The maximum possible line l•ngth is set by the.system 
c:on!st;:mt. MAXL...INE.. I·f the e)·:ternal repr·esentati on is 
fixed length records, trailing blanks are re~oved~ If 
the external representation is variable length, then 
a line may be longer than MAXLINE. In such a case, at 
most MAXLI~~-1 actual charact~rs a~e returned in each 
call to getlin, and only the last reading of the line 
will have 1\l~WLINE. Each result will end with EOS. At 
EOF, the line contents are undefined. 

call putlin(line,fd) 

REP: 

Write the string at line on fd. The name is putlin, 
but it might as well have been putstr. The name stems 
from the fact that putlin is the inverse of getlin in 
that a line read with getlin can be written with 
putlin. 

c:all ~:;etlin<n, fciJ 

Sets the maximum line length for future getlin and 
putlin calls on fd. Initially, the value is MAXLINE. 

DECIMAL I/0 

ce:'\ll putd~?c ( n, w) 

REP: 

REP: 

Con·V~?r- t n to d£~c:imal and wr• i te on ·STDOUT Wl. th a 
1 f?adi ng minus sign if negative. Use at least w 
c:olumns, putting blanks on th~? left, if nec:essary. 

call putdf<n,w,fd) 

Same as putdec, exc:ept that output is to any file. 

call putdfz<n,w,fd) 

Same as putdf, except that the number is zero filled, 
rather than blank filled. If negative, the zeroes 
c:ome between the sign and the first significant 
digit. 

Note that putdf and putdfz provide all the primitives 
needed for writing floating or fixed point numbers as 
well as integers. To write a number with a dec:imal point, 
write the integral part with putdf, then the absolute 
value of the fractional part with putdfz. 
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No primitive is <yet) provided for reading decimal 
numbers. To accomplish this, read it as characters with 
getxxx, and convert it with ctoi or sctoi. 

ERROR AND INFORMATORY MESSAGES 

REP: 

CC~.ll ,~(~mal"·k ("String~") 

Write ~tring and NEWLINE on ERROUT 

C:i::\ll ei"TOI"" ("String.") 

REP: 

Write string and NEWLINE on ERROUT and abort. 

call remar· ("String.") 

Write string on ERROUT <no newline) 

In all of these, the string must be a quoted string, 
not a declared string. Actually, it is a Fortran 
Hollerith constant. It MUST end with a period, which 
is not printed. The call to error is tha standard way 
of voluntarily aborting a program. Wh~t happens to 
open files is not defined, but should be implemented 
in a favorable way. 

In REP, <A> t:h€~ strir]g m<::\Y ccmtain a n=:>al p€~1'-iod, 

which must be coded as two adjacent periods < •• ). 
CB)The effect of a call to error on files is as 
follows: Files being read are unaffected. Files being 
created are aborted completely. If a file is being 
updated in place, all requested updates are made, and 
the file is.closed normally. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL INTERFACES: HOW TO START: STOP AND LISTEN ·, 

This section includes such topics ~s entering and exiting a 
main progr<am !' receiving art;)Unients in the main program, and 
controlling the standard I/0 streams. 

The prototype of ratfor implementations is the Unix operating 
system. Many features of Ratfor are borrowed directly from 
it. So, let us look at some typical unix command lines and 
see how they translate into ~QCt!~!§ R~tfor. 

In Uni~, a command line contains a program name, some 
optional arguments, and, optionally, some syntax for 
directing the standard i/o t6 a device~ a file, or another 
progra~. In case the source or destination is another 
program, that program and its arguments and redirects are 
also part of the command line. In the following examples, 
a!:>!:>ume that 11 cat 11 i !S a prog..-·am that takes a ·f i 1 e name as an 
a~gument and copies that file to its standard output, and 
th.:~t 11 r.::\i. se 11 is a pr··ogram that copies it~~ standar-d input to 
standard output and changes any lower case to upper. A 
program that just reads standard input and writes standard 
output is called a filter. Now for the examples. 

cat food 
Sin~e no redirect is present, 
listed 6n your terminal 

t tH?:l f i 1 e · 11 food " is 

cat food >dish 
Standard output is redirected to a file called dish, 
so this copies food into dish. 

rai s£~ <dish 
Standar-d 
m-1tput, 

input is redirected, but 
so the contents of dish are 

not standc:\1·-d 
d j, ~5p l ayc?.cl in :in 

uppe1•· Cc!\Se. 

c<at food I • 
1 ra1se 

The standard output of cat is 
standard input. Both programs 
This is called a pipeline. 

fed to raise as 
run simultaneously. 

Now, how can we extend this functionality to Ratfor programs 
running on non-Unix systems? Any ~omputer that has disk and 
terminal can redirect standard i/o, provided we get to write 
the getc/putc routines in any language that's suitable. Not 
all computers can r~n two or more programs simult~neously, so 
we.may h~ve to fudge the pipeline feature by using a 
te~porary file. The operating system's command ~yntax may not 
be congenial to arguments and redirections, but there is 
nothing stopping us from reading another line, or reading the 
necessary information from a file. 

Depending on the environment, there may be certain auxiliary 
statements or conventions needed to make a ratfor program 
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feel at home. For Ratfor, this is entirely dependent on the 
operating system, and the whims of the implementor. Some 
Ratfor implementors, when working in a non-Unix environment, 
have chosen to have a main program in assembly language 
program act like the shell. All of their ratfor programs must 
be subroutines. Others have chosen to call the shell 
surrogate directly from a ratfor main program. In either 
case, a couple of statements have to be changed, slightly 
compromising portability~ 

REP: For REP, some ~onventions have been established, 
involving the use of standard macros to enforce 
portability. 

1. Each main program should begin with a program 
statement: 

pr·ogram name 

Same REP implementations will ignore it, 
will use it wisely. 

2. Each main program $hauld have the macro 

mai n .... entry 

<Jthers 

as its first executable statement. Again, some 
installations will generate code from it, and 
same t-Jon , t • 

3. To exit from the program normally, use 

This has the effect of closing all ratfor files 
and getting on with any possible next program in 
a pipeline or sequence. This does not necessarily 
close fortran files. 

4. To exit abnormally, use 

call error ( "mess~"':l.ge. ") 

stop 

The stop statement is a macro, though is looks 
just like the fortran stop statement. Its action 
should be to close files that are open for update 
in place, abort any files being created, and 
abort any pending programs in a pipeline or 
SE!quencf?.. 

COMMAND LINE ARGUMENTS 
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Ratfor does not specify the external syntax of command line 
arguments, but suggests that they be separated by blanks, not 
commas or parentheses, ~nd that there be an option of quoting 
them, in case they must contain white space, or begin with a 
redirection character. 

Inside the program, the ~unc~ion getarg is used to pick up 
the command 1 ine arguments: ·--~ ~ 

wher-e 

i = getarg<n, array, maxsize) 

i will receive the actual length of the argument, or 
EOF if there are fewer than n arguments 

n specifies whic~ argument to read, starting with 1 
f<::>r the first. 

arr~y tells where to read them. 
.that the array should be. of 
character seems more appropriate. 

The book specifies 
type integer, but 

maxsize tells how many positions are available in 
array. the argument will be tr-uncated if necessary at 
maxsize-1, to leave room for the EOS. 

You must declare getarg as type integer. It is not 
predec l. cared. 
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ELEMENTARY REP MACROS 

For those whose background is in Fortran, or Cobol, or pascal 
or in many other languages, the notion of a macro in a higher 
level language may be foreign. Many people still think of a 
macro as an assembly language statement that generates 
several instructions. To others, familiar with C or Lisp, 
macros may be second nature. What a macro actually is, in the 
simplest case, is a named string. The process of substituting 
strings (called macro bodies) for their names is called macro 
expansion. Macros must be defined before use. The process of 
associating names with bodies is called macro definition. A 
program that reads definitions and expands macros is called a 
macro generator. 

In some ca~;es, a macro body may have "holes" in it, into 
which other strings (called arguments) may be placed at macro 
expansion time. Macros without arguments are called simple 
macros. Although much of the power of macros is available 
only through argument macros, it"s quite feasible to program 
using simple macros only. 

The most fundamental use for simple macros is in the naming 
of constants. Such animals are variously referred to as 
"pr·ogram parameter-s" or· "manifest constants." Some €:'!>:ampl€~s:: 

48 
.0055 
82 

dt·?"f i ne D I GO 
define EPSILON 
def:inf? MAXL..INE 
define MSG "Too much sodium." 

And t.h<·?:ir use!:;:· 

character c, line<MAXLINEJ 
data eps/EPSIL..ON/ 
if (c == DIGOJ call error(MSG) 
100 format CMAXLINE a1J 

The macro body may begin on the line after the define 
statement. If the macro body extends over several line~, it 
must be bracketed with {}"s. The outermost {}"s are stripped 
off. So, if yo0 want the body bracketed, use an extra pair of 
{}"s. If you want a null body, code it as {}. Now for some 
slightly hairier examples~ 

define scan t - gettok(token) 
# g<;)t a token 

def i nf.:~ scannb 
repeat scan until (t ~= BLANK & t ~= TAB) 
# get a nonblank token 

define nothing {} 
# lf?aVf:"? it <:JUt 
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de·f i nf:? push 
{{sp = sp+l; stack(sp) = i}} 

# put it on a stack 
# not• th~ doubl~ {}"s 

define some common 
- --· .. r -

\, 

common /sdme/ v1,v2,v3 
integer vl,v2,v:3: 
} 

# a good way to handle common 

Once you have defined a macro, you can redefine it· as often 
as you like. Thus, macros can be used as translation-time 
variables. Macros are handled in a single pass, so no forwa~d 
references to macros are possible. 

In all e>:<:~mple!s!, 'keep in mind that macr·o substitution is 
·basically a mindless process. The macro generator 'doesn•t 
know any Rat·for·, evt:?n though it''s· bUilt in to 'the· REP 
translator. The body doesn"t have to make sense in terms of 
'Ratfor syntax until after ~11 substitutions have been made. 

Once a macro has b~en expanded, the macro generator isn"t 
necessa~ily finished with it. It will, in fact, keep going 
over it until there are no more macros in it. This allows 
nested macros. For advanced us•, it allows recursion and 
looping in macros. It also allo~s infinite loops. If a macro 
body contains its name, it may cause the macro gener~tor to 
loop forever·, so watch it. (Cine el·:ception t.o this is that if 
the name .of a simple macro is identical to the body, it won't 
loop. This is a way to cancel a previous macro definition.) 

RULES FOR THE FORMATION AND RECOGNITION OF MACRO NAMES 

1. Macro names may consist of letters, digits, and periods. 

2. Macro names may be as long as you like. 

3. 'Macro names are recognized as whole tokens only. Part of 
a word will not be exp•nded. Macro name~ in~ide quoted 
strings· will not be e~panded. 

4. Upper and lower case are distinct in macro names, but not 
in fortran identifiers 

5. Th~ underline (or backarrow) can be used as punctuation 
in any alph~numeric token (identifiers, macro names, 
numbers) it is ignored, and is not part of the word. 

6. By convention, certain macnJ names are uppercased, and 
variable names are always in lower case. It is difficult 
to give a rule for this, but ih generally manifest 
constants should be in caps, and bther macros are up to 
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you. 

RULES FOR THE FORMATION AND RECOGNITION OF MACRO BODIES 
<Using the new format define statement) 

1. The macro body may net contain unpaired {}"s or [J's. 

2. If the ~aero body begins with a <, it ends with the 
matching }. In this case, the outer {}"s are removed. 

3. The outermost [J's are removed in all cases. 

4.. The macro body can" t begin with any of the ·f oll owing 
char~cters: _ =,1\? unless special measures are taken. 

5.. The macro body can't begin with white space or a newline 
unless special measures are taken. If there is no body 
after the name on the same line, the body is taken to 
begin on the next line 

6 .. The body ends at the first newline (or comment). 
multi-line body, use {}"s. 

For a 

7.. The underline (_) can be used to continue any line of a 
macro body. This does not introduce a NEWLINE into the 
d ef j. n i t i on . 

8. Certain nonessentials are stripped from the body at 
definition time. They are 

a. Unescaped leading and trailing whitespace on 
every line. 

b. All comments. 
c. Continuation markers 

cover. 

THE OLD FORMAT FOR DEFINES 

( ) plus the newlines they 

There is another format for definitions: 

define<name,body) 

It's included primarily for compatibility with other versions 
of Ratfor. The open format described above is preferred 
wherever possible, for readability. Some versions of Ratfor 
don't allow spaces between define and C. The same versions 
typically don't like spaces after the comma, either. There's 
a bug in REP that prevents the body, in this format, from 
containing any commas <unless they're bracketed[]). 
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MACROS WITH ARGUMENTS IN REP 

The book <1, pp. 264-282) has a good deal to say about macros 
with arguments. Nearly all of it applies to REP, but with 
modifications. The·m~c~o environment of REP i~ much richer. 
Nevertheless, the information in the book is useful as 
back <;Jr· oLmd. 

A program~er-defined macro may have 4 kinds of arguments in 
the following _order: 

1. Word arguments 

These each ccmsi st of a sing 1 e alphanume-ric: woJ'"d, 
quoted string, or anything in [J's. 

2. The () arguments 

This is almost the same as the argument list in the 
book. The arguments are separated by cbmmas ~nd may 
contain balanced ()'s. commas within ()'s in ~n 

argument don't count as argtiment terminators. If an 
argument has to contain a comma or unbalanced ()'s, 
you caM bracket the argument with .[J's, or escape the 
offending graphic with \ . One difference from the 
book is that REP can know how many arguments to 
expect, since a number or a list of names ·can be 
included in the define statement. Com~as after the 
declared n0mber of arguments have been parsed don't 
act as separators, but simply as part of the last 
ar·gument. 

3. The = argumeMt 

This argumeMt, if defined may consist of exactly one 
=. The purpose of this argument is to tell the macro 
expander whethe~ to look for further arguments~ and 
to make it look to the programmer like an assignment 
st.:":\tement. 

4. The right argument 

This argument, if declared, consists one string after 
the previous arguments. A right argument is not 
p~rsed if the macro expects but doesn't find the -
argument. There are 4 syntactic variations on the 
riqht arqwm:?nt. The vaJ'·iations c:cmcf.:?J'·n c:mly ho~·-J the 
macro qenerator finds the end of the right argument. 

a. Tt-i<~~ riqht. 
r:;tat.E!rneJTt., 
or unti 1. 
mac:ros;. 

arg may consist of the rest of the 
·i.e. up to newline, semicolon, }, 

This is gbod for assiqnrnent-like 

b. The right arg may consist of the rest of the 
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line, i.e. up to newline. This is good for 
macros that parse arbitrary strings. 

c. The right arg may consist of the rest of the 
line, the next line, or a group of lines in 
{}"s. This is good for conditional assembly 
macros. The outer {}"s are removed. 

-d. The right arg may be an expression, that is, 
anything with balanced parenthe ses, up to a 
comma, a super-balancing right parenthesis, 
or th~ end of the statement. 

The ordering of the four argument type~ is invariable, and is 
as presented above. Each macro has it's own syntax. Any or 
all of the above arguments can be omitted. The first two 
types can have a variable number of occurrences. All 
arguments can be given names, or referenced positionally. 
·Even if an argument has a name, it can still be referenced 
positionally. It is important to note that the syntax of 
macro arguments is significant only in the act of finding 
them in the source. Once they have been located, the syntax 
is forgotten, and all arguments are treated alike. 

ARGUMENT SUBSTITUTION AND THE SHRINKING DOLLAR 

Once the arguments to a macro are found, and possibly 
evaluated, they are simply substituted into the text of the 
macro body, or in the case of built in macros, passed to a 
subroutine. There are a maximum of 9 arguments. The arguments 
may be referred to anywhere in the body by position, as $1 
through $9. If the arguments have names, they may be referred 
to by name wherever a name can be recognized, i.e. not within 
a word or a quoted string. 

If you want a real S to be in the body, you must code it as 
SS. This shrinks when the macro is expanded to a single $. 

Normally, the arguments are simply numbered from left to 
right, but a special glitch occurs when there are an 
unspecified number of () args and also an - or right 
argument. In this case, the = arg is $8 and the right arg is 
$9. Otherwise, the first argument is Sl, and the second S2, 
etc. This is not a bug, but intended behavior, inherited from 
older implementations and retained for compatibility. It is 
recommended that you always specify how many () args a macro 
can have. It's better for documentation, you don't run into 
the numbering glitch, and you don"t get burned when the last 
argument contains a comma. 

All missing arguments are substituted as null strings. 
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Hypothetical 
str-uctur· i ng :: 

e)·:ample using macr-os to implement 

Suppose xr-ecor-d · is a macr-o that 
var-iable of some complex for-m, i.e. a 
Then a macr-o call such as 

declar-es a new 
data str-uctur-e. 

~r-ecor-d sss(3) = <something> 

couid gener-ate declaration and•initializat.ion for- an 
arr-ay of 3 xr-ecor-ds initialized to <something>, and 
also generate macros that cause what look like 
r-efer-ences to sss or- its member-s to expand into the 
appr-opriate function or- subroutine calls (or- macr-o 
calls). Subsequently, r-efer-ences to member-s of sss, 
could be made in assignment statements on either- side 
<:)·f the=, in ft.mc:ticm ·calls,· and in c:onditionals;. 
References to th~ whole str-uctur-e.could be made in 
parameter- lists, and in statements of the for-m x = y. 
These following examples illustr-ate the kinds of 
transfor-mations that can be made: 

sss(zz~~) :::: 1 
vbl = sss(zzz) 

·call ~~ubr- (sss) 
if. ( sss ( z z z ) -- 1 ) 
sss ::::: ttt 

-> 
-> 
-- > 
-> 
.. -> 

call setxr-(xsss,zzz,1) 
vbl = getxr-<xsss,zzz) 
call subr-0-:sss) 
if <geb:r- <:-:sss, zzz) -- U 
call movxr-(t.tt,sss) 

The possible var-iations ar-e endless. 

THE ARGUMENT TEMPLATE CRUDE BUT PAINFUL 

data 

In order- to define a macr-o with arguments, you mu~t code a 
template after- the.name to tell the for-mat ·of the argument 
1 i st.. 

If ther-e' al~e only par-enthesized. arguments, () 
need, but /()/ is also legal. For- anything mor-e 
the sla~hes ar-e mandator-y. 

is all you 
ambitious, 

If you want the ar-guments 
evaluated befor-e substitution, 
or- paren in the template. 

list to be active, i.e. 
put a + after the fir-st 

to be 
slas-,h 

If there ar-e wor-d ar-guments, the number of. them goes after
the 1 f?·f t slash. If you want to g'i ve name!s tc) them, put the 
nam<~s SE~par· at€:~d by· whi tesp;:~cf.? i nsb:?c:td of a numbei·· after· the 
slash. A word argument may· not have any of the following 
names (unquoted)~ "l~e~:;'t", "stmt", "line", or- "e:·:pr". 

I·f t.h<.~r-f.~ ;an:;! pai·-Em ar-gs, () goe!5 ne:·:t.. If yCJu 1-'Jant to specify 
the number- of par-en ar-gs, put a digit in the par-ens If you 
want to give them names, put the names, separ-ated by commas 
or spaces i·n the pa~ens. Don't try to use both names and a 
number- • · 
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If there is an = arg, = goes next. If you want to give it a 
name, put the name after a colon after the = . 

If there is a right arg, the type of the right arg gbes ne~t, 
just befon~? the r·ight slash. The types are (unquoted) "rest", 
"stmt", "line", and "e>:pr". If you want to give it a name, 
put a c6lon followed by the name after the type. By default, 
the right arg is given the same name as the type, so you 
don't have to code "rest:rest/". If you want an unnamed right 
ar·gument, use "n-:~st: I" 

Some ~xamples of templates: 

define aaa() 
# up to 9 paren args 

define aaa () 
# same 

define aaa /()/ 
~* same 

define aaa (3) 
# up to 3 paren args 

de·fine aaa (+3) 

# up to 3 paren args, active 
define aaa (xx, yy, zz) 

# up to 3 paren· args with names 
define aaa /~x yy·zz/ 

# up to 3 word args with names 
define aaa /+>::-: yy ·zz/ 

# up to 3 word args with names, active 

define nt /name(Subs)line:val/ 

# a type declaration, with initializer, 
# like this: 
~* 
# nt var ( :L !' 3:~;, 55) II~; t ~~in g II , 44' 

define v /(sl,s2)=~est/ 

# a pseudo-array, like this 
# 

''* # 

''* 

v<2,3) == 5 
j == v(aaa,bbb) 
v ( i:\\aa, 5) 

define .if /(li st.mt/ 

# conditional assembly, like this: 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 

• if <a:::::::;) { 
include this 
and this 
} 
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ACTIVE AND PASSIVE BODIES 

Sometimes you want the body of a macro tti be evaluated before 
the definition is made. This is especially important when 
macros are used for translation time computation. To.do this~ 
put .an equal sign before the .body, between af~er the 
template,_ or, if there is no template, after the name. 

define.xx = arith<y+l) 

# Make xx be what y was, plus 1. 

define set/var = rest/ 
define var = arith(rest) 

# Define a "set" macro to do just that. 

set >::-: = y+l. 

# And now you can write it like this. 

BLOCK STRUCTURED MACRO TABLES 

Where the Ratfor has a single unstructured symbol table for 
macros, REP has a stack of symbol tables. A binary search 
lookup algorithm was chosen over the faster hash search for 
simplicity and because it takes less memory space for the 
table. The hash search woul~ require a separate hash table 
for each local frame. Even the present bina~y search is 
ENORMOUSLY faster than the iinear. The binary search also 
retains its speed for hug~ tables, whereas the hash algorithm 
degrades to linear beyond a certain size. 

Programmers may ignore the local· frame facility if they 
choose. To L~e a .local frame, the programmer needs to know 
the builtin macr·os "beginframe" ancl "endfre:"\me". Tt1ey take no 
argumen.±:s and can be thought of a.s statements. Any ·macros 
defined after a beginframe. are forgotten at the matching 
endframe. Any mac~os redefined within the frame revert to 
thei~ previous definitions at endframe. Within a local frame, 
all definitions made in encompassing frames are still in 
effect. It is in fact impossible to change them in any way. 
It is only possible to hide the~"with local definitions of 
the:i r· namf?!S. 

There is a trick, however, for passing data 
frame to it's parent. It involves the use 
mechanism to bridge the gap. For example: 

from a 1 ocal 
of the argumf?.nt 

define retval (arg) endframe define fun arg 
r€~tval ("Hf?llo up th<~)I'""E-)!") 

This would cause the lo2al frame to end and the definition of 
fun af.; "He~J.lo up there!" to take place in the-) par-E:~nt ·frame. 
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It is possible to force each subprogram to have its Own local 
frame. This is desirable wh~n macros are used to extend the 
range of data types, for otherwise macros defining local 
variables would have scope greater than th~ va~i~bles 
themselves. You could accomplish this by simply putting 
beginframe and endframe around the subprogram, but it is 
better to make it automatic. Here are the definitions that do 
it: 

define subroutine beginframe 0 %subroutine% 
define function /rest/ 

beginframe ifelse($0,,,0> %function% rest 
define end endframe END 

That's a mouthful. If you can understand that, you know REP 
pretty well. So, in order to save a lot of questions, I'll 
e)·:pl.:dn it in ch:t.:d.l now. The /.,''s ar·ound "subr·outin£,~" and 
"function" ser·ve two purposes. Firstly, they pn?.vent self 
reference, which, in this case, would loop forever <RIP>. 
More importantly, they prevent the automatic name shortening 
feature from butchering the keywords; the percent's will be 
rf.~m<::JVf:"?d automat.i c:;all y. The "0" bef Dre sub rout:. i n.e makes the 
statement go into the rising class, meaning that without the 
"0", the subn::Juti ne st.atemf?.nt wDul d migrate dc1wn amcmg the 
executable statements. The situation is basically the same 
f<::lr "functiDn", but with an added twist. "·function" isn''t 
always the first wDrd in a statement. It might be preceded by 
a type name. The argument SO can be used to determine whether 
a macrD is called from the first wDrd of a statement. That•s 
what the ifelse dDes, generating the 0 label appropriately. 
But in Drder tb test SO, the macro must have arguments. A 
simple macro wouldn"t do, sa we use a right arg tD pick up 
and deliver the functiDn name and fDrmal paramete~ list. The 
c:;ase <::lf the "end" m<"\c:ro is muc:h simpler. It is sh<::lr·t, sc1 
shortening isn"t a problem, and it belongs at the bottom of 
the subprogram, sD we don•t want. it tD rise. CAre we talking 
about baking bread?) Therefore, it is suf+icient to put it in 
caps, in order to prevent self reference. 

SAVING COMPILED MACRO LIBRARIES 

with thi?. 
c:: L.lr· r· r~n t. 

vJi th the 
to do it 

Compiled mac:ro tables may also be stored Dn files, 
''E:;ave.•·framE?'' built in macr·o. l"hj.s s:i.mply cau";c..,~r:; th<"? 
frame to be written Dut. A saved table can be reused 
builtin m<-3cnj "use filename". It''~.; genf.7)rally fas.b?.r· 
this way than to use an include statement to read the 
of the definitions, althDugh the results are the same. 

SOLWCe 

Whf-?n yen .. \ blr·in<J in a m<:l.<:J~o t.:ablt?. w:it.h "u~:;;e". it. net.r.:d.ns its; 
status as '"' sep.:u·.::d.:e fl~amf.::>, and is opened ·few nf:~~'J definJtions 
(in core, not on the file). The prDgram remembers how many 
such tables are in use, and endframe always cuts back to the 
state befDre the previous beginframe -- you don't need an 
endfl'·am£-? t:D m.::d:.ch t.-?.:!!ch "u~;;t.·:~ f i 1 f:?name" .. 

The set Df frames consisting of those started by a beginframe 
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and those created by each subsequent use up to the next 
beginframe or the top of the stack, is called a region of the 
symbol table. If you do a saveframe after a use, only the 
frame created by the us~ is w~itten out. You could use the 
following sequence to update a macro library: 

beginframe 
LISe 1-ibname 
d£~f i ne.' 

d£~f i ne 
saveframe libname 
endfr.:\me 

EVERY MACRO IS A POTENTIAL MINISTACK 

Yo~'can treat any macro name as a stack. The .key to doing 
this is the define.save built in macro. It works just like 
define, except that the previous definition of the name, if 
there is o~e in the current frame, is pushed onto a stack of 
inactive definitions. You may think of the current definition 
as the top of the stack. When you undefine the name (with an 
unde~ine built in macro) the most recently saved in~ctive 
definition of the riame is reactivated. Th~ stack depth is 
limited only by the amount of memory available for macro 
definitions. Each ministack is local to one frame. Therefore, 
a local f_r·ame can't affect '"' mini~~tack in a par·ent frame, and 
a minista~k in a local frame disappears along with its f~ame 

at endframe time. 
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ADVANCED MACROS IN REP 

The macro features in rep are sophisticated enough f6r almost 
any purpose. Many of the advanced features were introduced 
for the needs.of software engineering and especially for the 
purpose of data structuring and data type creation. The goal 
in all cases was to provide faeilities for extending the 
undel~lying (ratfor) language in the spirit of the language 
without losing portability. This goal has la~gely been 
reached, and the system is powerful. There are, however, a 
few design glitches that must be well understood before the 
more advanced features can be adequ~tely exploited. 

We have seen simple macros, and macros with arguments. This 
section will discuss the full syntax of macros with 
arguments, and the various issues of controlling the order of 
evaluc:~tion. 

THE DEFINE STATEMENT CBNF In Toto) 

c:h?.f i ne stmt : : = define <macname> E=J <body> 

template 

actpas 
:·:ar·g 
nargs·. 
argnames 

argname 
rtype 

larq 
parg 
eqar·~~ 

rarg. 

= = = 

:: = 
:: : ::: 

::: = 
::: = 

: : = 
: : ::::: 

: : = 
: : = 
: :::::: 
: : :::: 

define <macname> <template> [=J <body> 

( actpas :·: arg) 
/actpas larg parg eqarg rarq/ 

+ : -
em~J·ty ·: 
0 : 1 
argname 

empty 
nar-<JS : ar-gr1anies 

9 
argnames al~·gname 

argnames, argname 
any alpha token except an rtype 
rest stmt line : body 

empty 
empty 
f?mpty 
empty 

!·~ ar~J 

<:·: arg) 
= : =:argname 
rtVpe : rtype:argname 

LEXICAL UNDERPINNINGS - SOME TOKENS OF MY ESTEEM 

In Ratfor, a token is one of the followinq: a quoted string, 
a sequence of letters; and digits, one o·f the alt.er·ne:'\t:ive 
operators -- >= <= ~=, a single printable nohalphanumeric 
character, or a newline character. Spaces and tabs don't 
count at all. They are needed bnly to delimit alphanumeric 
tokens. In REP there are a few differences in the way tokens 
ar£;! scanned~ 

1 • 
I 

The~e is one additional token, the blank. Any 
sequence of blanks and tabs is reduced to a single 
blank. Blanks and tabs are totally ignored at the 
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beginning and end of a line. 

2. % @ and • are treated as alphabetic. 

3. is the continuation character. Whenever a is 
read, the scanner looks forward as far as the first 
nonblank an the next line, if necessary. If nothing 
is-seen ather--than -"ai-r" .. (blan~)s, a_newline, possibly 
a comment>, the air is discarded, sa it looks to 
ratfor like one line without any continuation. If 
there's anything on the same line ather than air, 
scanning re~umes there. In this way, the continuation 
character can also be used far readability in names, 
numbers, and even strings. I~ you need a real in 
your program, anywhere, you should code -~ 

ACTIVE AND PASSIVE ARGUMENTS 

An argument to.a macro may be activa, in which case it is 
evaluated before it is substituted, or passive, in whi~h case 
it is substituted without evaluation. A passive argument is 
usually substituted verbatim but nat always, however, since 
the ? escape operator still operates. A programmer defined 
macro can have passive or active arguments, but not both. 
Some built in macros have active and some have passive 
arguments. A few ~ave both. It's no tragedy not to be able to 
mix active and passive in programmer-defined macros, since 
you can evaluate an argument in the macro body before use 
<with a define statement). And that's almost never needed. 

The follawinq are the escape characters or· "magic ma1~~::ers" in 
macr·c1l and: 

[J - Text within square bracket~ is never evaluated. In 
macro of arguments, the argument can•t end until 
the [J"s bal-ance, so this means can be used to 
include the normal end delimiter in the argument. 
The outermost [J"s are removed, in all cases. One 
use is to protect a macro name from evaluation. 
But watch out. If you want to have a protected 
macro name inside a macro body, it must be within 
(at least) 2 levels of [J"s. This is because the 
outermost brackets are stripped off when the macro 
is defined, and the next level goes when it's 
e>:panded. 

? Causes the next token, if it~s alphanumeric, to be 
evaluated even in [J"s or in a passive. argument. 
For now, pleas~ limit the use of this to simple 
macros. A bug prevents it from working right an 
argument macros or builtin's. If the next taken is 
not alphanumeric, ? is the same as \. 
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\ Causes the next token, if it's alphanumeric, to 
remain unevaluated. exactly as if it were in [J's. 
if the next character is not alphanumeric, it 
becomes the next token, without its usual meaning. 
<Remember that .%@ are alphabetic.) There are 
numerous bugs in the operation of this feature, 
and roughly the same bugs occur when ? is used 
before a nonalphanumeric character. 

The escape characters ? and \ are removed when they operate, 
analogously with [J's. Therefore, if you want a ? or \ in a 
macro body, you need to code ??? or \\\ in the define 
statement. Escape characters are effective in the mainline 
text, as well as in macros. Escape characters are not 
effective in quoted strings. 

Since the macro body in a define statement is in fact a macro 
argument, no matter what it may look like, the normal macro 
escapes (\{}?) also apply. It is ther-efon;) possj.ble to 
bracket the body with [J's as well as {}~s, if it extends 
over· C:ln E? 1 i n e. 

Sometimes it is necessary to evaluate a macro body before the 
defining takes place. This is done by putting an equal sign 
<=> before the body, after the name or the template. 

ORIGINS OF THE REP MACRO GENERATOR 

The REP macro generator is 
program in the book (1, 
Rat·for, "macro" had several 

loosely bas£;)d on the "mac:l·-o" 
chapter 8). As a preprocessor to 

faults: 

1. When you got a diagnostic from Ratfor or FORTRAN, it 
was really hard to track it down, because your source 
code was 1 or 2 files upstream. 

2. Expansions tended to happen in awkward places, like 
within comments. This was because macro didn't know 
the lexical structure of ratfor. 

":!' ·-'a Macro definitions were unreadable and error prone -
chock full of brackets and parentheses, without 
spacing or line breaks. 

4. All macros had the same syntax, which resembled 
fortran function calls or subscripted variables. 
There was no way to write a macro that resembled an 
assignment or a declarative statement. 

5. The argument list, if present, had to follow the 
macro name without any space in between, or it would 
not be recognized. This was not a bug, but necessary 
to distinguish between 
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macro(args) -- a macro with arguments 
and 

macro <args> -- a redefined function 
c1r array name. 

The first two problems were corrected by incorporating the 
macro generator into the ratfor tran~lator proper. No more 
would you hunt for the erro~. REP always tries tQ tell_ you 
wh<~re j_t. happen.ed. Pr·oblems 3, 4, and 5 were ironed out by 
changing the syntax of the m~cro ge~erator. The current setup 
has two types of programmer-defined macros, with and without 
arguments, and numerous builtin macros. The argumentless 
macros a~e identical to the macros of Ratfor. Argument macros 
are defined and used in a new way. Among argument macros, 
there is a healthy variety of syntax options that the 
programmer can declare along with the macro. body, The 
builtins each have syntax suitable to their_ functions. 

The resulting macro system is complex, even baroque, but that 
complexity ·pays off in readable progra~s. The ~aero language 
of REP has sufficient recognizing power to defihe very 
natural seeming extensions to the underlying Ratfor language, 
and suffitient macro-time cdmputing power to make the 
extensions meaningful and easy to use, once the defining 
macros have been written. 
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BUILT-IN MACROS IN REP 

In the following list, arguments are given names reflecting 
their functions, and the name is preceded by a + to indicate 
active, or a - for passive. The + or - should NOT be coded as 
part of the argument. In those macros that have a filename 
argument, the filename may be quoted or not. If not quoted, 
it must be alphanumeric • 

• err (-message) 

Give an error message looking just like a message 
from ratfor 

.index <s1, s2) check 

• ini 

Search s1 left to right for a substring equal to s2. 
Generate 0 if not found. Generate position of 
leftmost matching char in sl if found. Positions are 
numbered from 1 on the left to n on the right • 

Clear the macro tables and reinstall the builtins. 

.mode -modename [ -modename J 

Set internal operating modes for the REP translator. 
legal mode names are: 

reorder 
noreorder 

Reorder or don"t reorder statements. When 
reordering is in effect, all declarative 
statements with keywords (except DATA> bubble 
to the top of a subprogram, and all 
executable ~tatements, data statements, end 
statements, and statement function 
declarations sink to the bottom. Statements 
are not reordered within the rising and 
sinking classes. This is not exactly perfect 
for statement functions <Who uses them?>, but 
works well for everything else. You can 
override the sinking designation of statement 
functions (or anything else) by putting a 
label of 0 on the statement. The label is 
removed, but the statement rises. You can 
then p~t all your statement functions at the 
end of the subprogram (or in the next 
county.) WARNING: The string declaration will 
not work correctly if reordering is off. The 
main use for turning reordering off is in 
interactive debugging of macros. CAUTION: 
Don"t try to toggle reordering within a 
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program. The results may be disappointing. It 
was not intended to be used that way. 

shorten 
noshort.en 

number 
non umber .. 

Shorten or don't shorten identifiers. When 
shor:teni.n.g is in e{f_ec:t, ·-every_ F<?~-t~-
identifier longer than 6 characters is 
replaced by a unique 6 character identifier 
starting with the same letter as the 
original. Fortran keywords are exempt, but 
subprogram names are eligible for shortening. 
The effect is the same as if an identifier 
declaration (see below) were used before the 
first occurrence of the identifier. If a· name 
that has been shortened should bec~me 
undefined, by an undefine, endframe, or .ini 
macro, if cannot be referenced below that 
point in the source. If ~sed, ·a different 
identifier will be assigned to it. Names 
shortened in one translation have no 
rel ati cmshi p to names shortened in another, 
so keep subprogram and commonblock names 
short unless you intend them to be local to 
one f i 1 e. If, for· any t~eason, you need to 
e>:empt a 1 ong namE? ft~om being short.ened, you 
can do so by putting a % before and after it. 
You can even define it as a macro, e.g. 

define flamingo 0 %flamingo% 

The 0 makes it rise, This is in ~act how all 
fortran keywords are handled, except for 
those that need to rise· and aren't 
necessaril~ the first word in a statement, 
like "funt:tic.m." 

Put or don't put the include level and line 
number in eels. 73-80 of every Fortran 
statement generated. Useful if your Fortran 
compiler 'looks at those columns, and when 
interactively debugging macros at a slow 
terminal. 

str·i n<]l ength 
nostringlength 

Remember or don't remember the lengths of 
declared strings~ 

.msg (-tag, -message) 
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Give an arbitrary message 
the message from at" 
argument, and the message 
ne}·:t U.ne. If the tag is 
displayed. if the message 
displayed • 

. ndlf {+stuff} 

at the terminal, similar to 
are replaced by the tag 

argument appears on the 
null, .the first line is not 
is null, the second is not 

Evaluate argument and convert all NEWLINES in it to 
blanks. Generate the result • 

• nosp {+stuff} 

Evaluate the argument and squeeze out all 
tabs, and. newlines Generate the result . 

• skipto -"string" 

Skip forward in source file to a comment that begins 
with string. Blanks and tabs between and string 
are ignored. 

;;.) ( +e:-: pre!;!si on) 
arith (+expression) 

Evaluate infix expression using 
and masking. Operators in order of 
to highest) are 

g~ (and), (or) 
'" <not) 

integer arithmetic 
priority <lowest 

> <greatr:>l~ thc.·m). < (J.ess than), :::: (equal) 
+ (add), - (subtract) 
* <multiply)!' I (divide) % (r-E?m.::d.nd€-'~r) 

<unar·y minus) 

Grouping can be controlled by parentheses, as in 
Ratfor. Since the argument is active, macros in it 
are evaluated before the arithmetic is done. 
Therefore simple macros serve as variables, argument 
macros as functions. Truth values for & : ~ are 0 
(false) and 1 Ctru~). Arithmetic is done in fortran 
integer arithmetic. TOTALLY unlike the arith 
described in the book. 

beginfr·ame 

Start a new frame and region in the macro table 

deblank (+stuff) 

remove any leading or trailing blanks or tabs from 
the (evaluated) argument, and generate the result. 
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define. (-name,-body) 
define -name -template ~body 
define -name -template = +body 
define.save <-name,-body) 
define.save -name -template ~body 
define.save -name -template = +body 

define a macro. described above. The difference 
between define and define.save is that define 
replaces any previous definition of .the same name in 
the current frame with the new one, forgetting the 
old one, while define.save pushes the previous 
definition (in the same frame) onto a stack of 
definitions of that name in this frame. The 
difference is unimportant until you undefine the 
name. Then, if you originally define.save"d the name 
you"re undefining now, the previous value will 
reappear like magic. Macro tabie space freed by 
define or undefine is reclaimed, but naturally 
define.save frees no space. 

deparen (+stuff) 

endframe 

First deblank the (evaluated) argument, 
is parenthesized, remove one level of 
generate it. 

then, if it 
parens and 

End frame and region of macro table. Undefines all 
definitions made since the last beginframe. 

identifier -name 

Create a unique identi~ier starting with the same 
letter as name and define name as identifier. Mostly 
useful in macro bodies. If. not the fi~st word in a 
statement, also generate the created identifier. Thus 

a = identifier b 

is equivalent to 

identifier b 
a = b 

The definition js made with the 
define.save, so. you can revert 
definition with an: undefine. 

equivalent of a 
to a previous 

ifelse (+strl, +str2, -truestuff, -falsestuff) 
ifelse (+strl, +str2, -truestuff) 
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Compare str1 with str2, and if equal, 
truestuff, else falsestuff. 

include +filename 

generate 

Include the named file in the source stream at this 
point. Include is line oriented, i.e. the included 
file must consist of one or more complete lines. 

incr (+integer) 

Generate integer + 1. Integer can be a variable. 

label -name 

generate a unique label ·number, in the 26009 range, 
and define the name as the number. If not the first 
word in a statement, also generate the created label 
number. Thus 

go to label blazes 

is equivalent to 

label blazes 
go to blazes 

The definition is made with the equivalent of a 
define.save, so you can revert to a previous 
definition with an undefine. 

len (+string) 

length of string 

macpeek -macroname 

Display the body of a macro unprocessed on the 
terminal. intended for interactive use in debugging 
macros. The body may look peculiar, sine~ it is 
copied right out of the macro table. It will lack all 
comments and indentation, and will be preceded by 1 
to 6 characters of internal codes. 

quote (+stuff) 

Put quotes around something 

saveframe +filename 

Save the top frame of the macro table in the named 
file 

substr (+string,+first) 
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substr (+string,+first,+length> 

Find the substring of string from the first"th 
character, of length length, or if length ~rgument 
not given, the rest of the string to the right. If 
the length is zero or negative, return a null string. 
If the length is greater than the number of 
character-s--left. in-the-string, return ,_ t_he rematnLng __ 
character~:;. Str·ings inde>: from j_ on the left 
rightward and upward. 

Either or both of the first and length arguments may 
be a nonnumeric string. These are converted, as it 
were, to numbers by matching (as in the .index 
macrcl). If fir·st is a string, and there is a match, 
the substring begins with the first character AFTER 
'the m<:\tch. If first is a string and there is no match 
fo~ it, return a null string. If length is a striAg 
and it matches, the substring ends with the first 
cha~acter BEFORE the match. If the length is a string 
and there is no match for it, the substring continues 
to the end of the str· i ng. 

undefine -macroname 

Remove the most recent definition of macroname in the 
current frame. No action if not defined in the 
current fr·ame, evf.~n if_ defined in an .outer· fl~ame. I·f 
a previous definition of macroname in the current 
fr~me was made with a ~efine.save, identifier, or 
label macro, revert to the latest such definition. 

unquote (+stuff) 

Remove the first and last characters of the evaluated 
argument, whatever they are, and generate the result 

Ll~:>e .+f i 1 ename 

Load the named file into a new frame of the current 
~egion of the macro table, leaving that frame open 

-for new definitions. The file must have been written 
by a saveframe macro. 
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THE STANDARD MACRO LIBRARY OF REP, VERSION 3.00 

This set of macros cont~ins everything you need to write 
application programs using Ratfor I/0 and string handling in 
REP. It is automatically loaded at the beginning of every REP 
translation. The only way to get rid of it is with an .ini 
built in macro. Also included are macros that implement the 
select-case control structure, structured conditional 
assembly~ and recursive procedures. Actually, there is more 
in the set than is documented here, but all of the 
undocumented macros are primarily for systems programming. 

STRUCTURED CONDITIONAL ASSEMBLY MACROS: These provide a 
conditional assembly facility that roughly approximates the 
if-else structure in Ratfor proper. The macros are: 

.if ~condition) stmt 

.t?lseif (ccmdiU.on> stmt 

.else stmt 

Ht:?re, thF.? "condition" is any el·:pression th.:":\t th€~! built in 
macr·o arith will accept, and the "s;tmt" is a right <:iln 
argument of the statement variety, i.e. the rest of the line. 
up to a semicolon or an until clause. If the rest of the line 
is empty, it begins on the next line~ If it must contain 
several statements, it can be bracketed with {}"s. 

These don•t group like the if-else of ratfor proper. 
Specifically, an else groups with the earliest if, not the 
latest. It is suggested, however. that good progr~mming 
practice would avoid the problem, since conditional assembly 
should be kept simple. In any case, the default grouping can 
be overridden by bracketing with [J"s, and by the u~e of 
.f:-?ls:;ei·f ·-· which d<:H?.!:; what. "elsf:? :i.f" doe~~ in· ,~e:itfor- pn:~per·· 

The truth values are 0 and 1. The size of th~ conditional 
text is limited by the amount of storage available for macro 
arguments, so if it has to be over, say, 10-20 lines, use the 
.skipto builtin macro. 

CHARACTER NAMES FOR USE IN STRING PROCESSING: The standard 
macro library contains suitable definitions 6f all the 
character names in the standard Ascii set. Here are the 
standard names, in Ascii order. These names should all be 
defined. If your character set lacks equivalents for some of 
these, define them as something ridiculous, to cause a 
diagnostic if they should be used. If your set contains more 
characters, and you intend to use them <tsk tsk), add them to 
the-~ 1 :i. st.. 

NUL SOH STX ETX EDT END f.iCK BEL. 
BS l-IT L.F VT FF CR so !:) J 
DL.E DCl. DC2 nc::::. DC4 NA~::: BYN El"B 
Ct~N EM SUB ESC FS GS RS u~::; 
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BLANK BANG DQUCITE SHARP DOLLAR PERCENT AM PER SQUOTE 
LPAREN RPAREN STAR PLUS COMMA MINUS PERIOD SLASH 

DIGO DIGl DIG2 DIG3 DIG4 
DIG5 DIG6 DIG7 DIGS DIG9 

-~ _ . COLON _SEMI COL __ LES_S_ EQUALS _ GREATER t)Mf';\RK _ ATSIGN 

BIGA BIGB BIGC BIGD BIGE BIGF BIGG BIGH 
BIGI BIGJ BIGK BIGL BIGM BIGN BIGO BIGP 
BIGQ BIGR BIGS BIGT BIGU BIGV BIGW BIGX 
BIGY BIGZ 

LBRACK BACK SLASH RBRRI~CK UPARROW UNDERL.INE GF<A\JE 

LETA LETB LETC LETD L.ETE LETF LETG L..ETH 
LETI L.ETJ L.ETK LETL LETM LETN LETO LETP 
L.ETQ L.ETR LETS LETT L.ETU LETV LETW LETX 
L.ETY L.E:Tz 

LBRACE BAR RBRACE TILDE DEL 

In addition to the above, the following auxiliary macros are 
defined. Together with the ascii names, they constitute all 
REP has to know about a character set. They are: 

NEWLINE 
EDS 
CH?-)RBITS 
CHARCODE 

- what code to use for line breaks 
- what code to use for EOS 
- how many bits in a character 
- name of the code (e.g. Ascii) 

The standard library also cbntains some synonyms for these 
names. It is not necessary to.~edefine the synonyms. Their 
values are the names they are equivalent to, not the values. 
In fact, you don't even have to know which are main names and 
which are synonyms, unless you want to change the character 
set. The synonyms are: 

AND AI"'PEr~ 
EX CLAM BANG 
BLANK SPACE 
CARET UPARROW 
MINUS HYPHEN 
SHARP POUND 
UNDEF:L. I NE BACI<ARRm\1 
ASTEF:ISK STAR 
TILDE TWIDDLE 

NULL. NUL 
ctl (.~ SOH ..... 
ctl B STX --· 
ct:l c ETX ·-
ct:l D EDT --
ctl E END _ .. 
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ctl F ACK -
ctl G BEL -
ctl H BS -
ctl - I HT,TAB 
ctl J LF -ctl v ' VT -
ctl L FF -
ctl M CR -
ctl N so -
ctl 0 SI -
ctl p DLE -
ctl Q DCl -
ctl R DC2 -
ctl s DC3 -
ctl T DC4 -
ctl u NAK -
ctl v SYN -
ctl w ETB -
ctl X CAN -
ctl y EM -
ctl z ~B -

Please note that ~EWLINE is not nScessarily synonymous with 
LF or c.tl_J, and EOS is not necessarily sy~onymous with NUL 
or NULL. NEWLINE and EOS are main names, defined separately 
for each character set. 

GENERAL l/0 AND SYSTEM-RELATED. MACROS 

System identification: 

SYSTEM 

VERSION 

STDTABLE 

Standard fd"s: 

CTLIN 
ERROUT 
STDIN 
STDOUT 
TERMINAL 

# One of tha machine types known to REP 
currently DEClO, DEC20, or BOOT 

# The change level of REP. 
If it's not 300 (for 3.00), this 
document doesn't apply. 

# the file name this macro library 
resides on 

# Control input 
# Error output 
# Standard input 
# Standard output 
# User's terminal 

Standard dimensions: 

MAX CARD 
MAXLINE 
MAX NAME 
ARB 

# Maximum line size for getlin 
# must be 2 more than MAXCARD 
# Max chars in a file name 
#.Arbitrary dimension for actual 
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parameters 

Modes for opening files: 

READ 
READONLY 
WRITE 
WRITEONLY 
APPEND 

miscellaneous constants 

EOF 
YES, NO 
OK, ERR 
WORDBITS 
WORDCHARS 

Type names 

character· 
cha..-· 
yesno 

Portability hooks 

pr·ogram /name/ 
mai n __ ent.ry 
norm<al_e:·: it 
stop 
abs 

min 

# End of file code returned 
# Logical values 
# General error/nonerror codes 
# integer wordsize in bits 
# Packed Characters per word 

# Type chal~acter 
# Abbreviation 
# Takes values YES and NO 

# beginning of main program 
# Entry point of main program 
# Normal e:·: it of .main pr·og•~am 

# abort p..-·ogr·am 
# Absolute value function 
# Maximum function 
# Minimum function 

Minor league syntax extensions 

and if 
orif 
otherwise 
select 
case 

# l<eywor·d synonym ·for "if" 
#'Keyword synonym far- "else if" 
# Keywor-d synonym for "else" 
# the select-case structure 

Nonstandard stuff for 10"s and 20's 

all_i nteger·s 
DEFAULT 
default 
DEVICE 
DIRECTORY 
NAME 
EXTENSION 
GET BYTE 
get byte 
SET BYTE 
s~?tbyt.e 

REDIRECT 

# implicitit integer(a-z) 
# Set file name defaults 
# Lower case preferred 
# Defaultable field of file name 
4t Ditto 
# Ditto 
# Ditto 
# Character fetch 
# Lower case preferred 
# Character store 
# L.owar case preferred 
# Redirect standard i/o 
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redirect 
SPAREUNIT 

Odds and ends 

COMPARE<s1,s2) 
EQUAL 
HIGH 
LOW 
UNEQUAL 

ISDIGIT(c) 

ISASCII<c> 

# Lower case preferred 
# Unit number for remove, rename 

# Makes string comparison into 
# Statement. Useful for some 
# algorithms. use: 
# COMPARECsl, s2) 
#if <EQUAL> ••••• 
# or 
#if <COMPARECs1,s2),EQUAL) •••• 

# test value for being a digit 
# becomes <DIGO <= c & c <= DIG9) 
# test a value for being ascii 
# becomes <O <= c & c <=127) 

SIMPLE RECURSION MACROS: This set of macros allows the coding 
of mutually recursive procedures. There is no prdvision for 
call-parameters or local variables, but in many cases these 
are not needed. The clarity achieved by this simple form of 
recursion is more than adequate for parsers and macro 
generators. Each set of mutually recursive procedures must be 
contained within a single subprogram, which is a weakness. 
Procedure names are macro names. 

The user macros are 

begin_recursion(n) 

rpush<int) 
rpop(int) 
procdef(name) 
proc(name) 
procend 
name 

- declare recursion in subprogram 
(n = stack size) 

push integer on return stack 
pop integer from return stack 
predeclare a recursive procedure 
declare a procedure entry point 
Re~urn from procedure 
call named procedure 

Procdef and proc are both required for any procedure. Procdef 
must precede the first call, and proc is the entry point. 
Procedures behave much like subroutines at machine level, 
where a stack is Used, as in the pdp-11, pdp-10, 8080, 6800, 
etc. Implementation is via computed goto's, and should be 
100% 1966 standard. 

The following names are reserved to the recursion macros: 

Name 

ijret 
plabel 
retlab 
firstret 
retlist 
1000+++ 
2000+++ 

Type 

integer 
macro 
macro 
macro 
macro 
label 
label 

Use 

Index for returns (computed goto) 
Used in generating entry labels 
Used in generating return labels 
Used in generating return labels 
Used in generating return labels 
Entry point labels 
Return point labels 
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macr-o 
ar-r-ay 

Do a re~ur-sible call 
The r-etur-n stack 
Retur-n stack pointer-

n:all 
r-stk 
r-p 
tr-ac:e 

i nt.egt:~l'" 
integer· 

name.L macr-o 
Call-retur-n tr-ace switch <YES/NO> 
Entr-y label for- each pr-oc 

name mac~o Call to each pr-oc 
endr-ecur-sion macr-o Invoked by end 
end macro Use 1 ike re.gu.l ar:-_ .end __ statement 

For- a good example of r-ecur-sive pr-ocedur-es in REP, get a copy 
of the sou~ce code of REP itself, and examine the subr-outine 
c:.:3.ll ed "dOI'"th". It contains a r·ecur-si ve descent par-ser fcJir
ar-ithmeticllogical/compar-ison ~xpr-essions written using these 
mc3.Cf"OS. 

LIST PROCESSING MACROS: These macr-os do a 
pr-o~essing at mac~o time, r-eminiscent bf some 
LISP. ~he similarity is super-ficial. These 

kind of 1 i st. 

, r-epresented as st1r· i ngs, wi t.h the elements 
comma~. Any element of the list may be a 
~ublist.. The list itself is not par-enthesized. 

oper-ations in 
1 ists ar-e 

separ-ated by 
par·enthesi zed 

In alJ o~ the list macr-os, the list is an active par-ame~er. 
This means that simple macr-os can be used as list var-iables, 
just as they can be used as numer-ic var-iables for- ar-it.h~ 

.car <list) 

Get the fir-st element of the list. 
whitespace that may be around it, and, 
sublist, r-emove the par-entheses, 
whitespace again. 

Remove any 
i·f it"s a 

and remove 

Get the par-t of th~ list that .car would have left 
behind . 

. i sn j_ 1 < 1 i s t ) 

Test a list for emptyness. A list is empty if it 
contains nothing or- just whitespace • 

• nilca•·· <list) 

Test the car- par-t of a list for emptyness • 

• nilcdr- <list) 

Test the cdr part of a list for- emptyness. 

EXTENDED CONDITIONAL ASSEMBLY MACROS 
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.while <condition) stmt 

Analogous to the while loop of Ratfor proper. The 
statement is generated repeatedly as long as the 
condition is true. The condition and the statement 
are the same as those in the .if macro 

.for (init, ccmdit, reinit) stmt 

An~logous to the for statement of Ratfor proper. The 
init and reinit look something like assignments. 
Actually, they are define statements without the word 
"de·fine". They should L.tsL.tc:\lly be of the forin 

name = arith(expression) 

The conditional and the statement are as in .while or 
. i f • 

• foreach temp in (list> stmt 

Generate the statement once for each element in the 
list. On each iteration, a macro name, referred to as 
"temp" c':\bove, is defined as the curr·ent list element, 
so any mention of the temporary name in the statement 
is replaced by the current list element. The 
temporary name must not appear in the list, or t~e 
m.::\CI"'<3 gener·ator· wi 11 have a ne·r·vous breakdown. The 

. ar·gument r~~f err·ed to as "in" above shoul. d be e>: act 1 y 
the word "in". 

e:·:ample: 

.foreach a in <q,w,e,r,t,y) 
,f' 
\. 

call read (a) 
call print (a) 
} 

Although this macro has a passive parameter list. the 
"l :i st" ar·qument is evaluated in t.h<~ body b~?·f o1~e use:·. 
This means that the list can be a macro name. 
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USING REP ON THE PDP-10 

To s~art REP, use 

• r. rep 

or the equivalent for your syste~. It would vary depending on 
_whether REP is __ located_ on _sys: or on some pri.~ate ar_ea, and 
on what name you are calling it. 

For .Dr. Glaser's PDP-10, on the University of California's 
Berkeley Campus, you would use one of 

• r·un repv1 for REP v1.99 
.run rep202 ·for REP v2.02 
• r·un rep300 for REP v3.oo 

after establishing a path to the Software Tools directory by 

.path swt:=[3302,301,swtJ/search 

In any case, REP responds with an asterisk pro~pt, and you 
reply with a program name or a uni ):: -like r·edi recti on stri rig. 

If'.yoLI ju!:;t w.:mt to tram:;late ;a pr<::lgl~am with e)·:ten!:;ion 
u~;e 

• r r·ep 
*pr·ognam€~ 

This will translate the program dsk:progname.rat to Fortran 
and place the output on dsk:progname.for. If you wish, you 
may specify a device other than dsk:, or an extension other 
than .rat . As elsewhere on TOPS-10, program names are 
limited to 6 characters, and extensions and device names to 
"":!" 
.... • n 

An alternative-way to call REP is by redirecting STDIN and 
STDOUT .· 

.r- r·ep 
*<input >output 

You might use this if the input file has a funny ~xtension, 
when the output file is to have a nonstandard name, or when 
the output is to be directed to the terminal, for example: 

. r ,~ep 

* <i.nput.rat 

translates input.rat and writes the output on your terminal. 
The ability to do this has proved lifesaving when bugs in REP 
made it bomb off without a diagnostic. Who knows whether such 
a bug might still exist, and you may get bitten. The idea is 
to let REP translate the program until it bombs, and you get 
to see what happened on the terminal. <On the 10, if a 
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program bombs off, any files being created tend to get lost. 
There is a way to save them, but no reasonable way to get at 
data still buffered in core.) 

One final way is useful 
familiarizing yourself with REP • 

for debugging macros and 

• r rep 

* 
Just type a return at the asterisk. This puts REP in fully 
interactive mode. Now you can type statements and see 
immediately what REP does with them. When using this mode, 
the statement reordering feature works against you, so you 
probably want to turn it off with 

.mode noreorder 

If you are debugging macros, the macpeek builtin macro is 
very useful. It allows you to look directly at the body of a 
macro, which may have been defined by another macro. 

COMPILING AND LOADING 

The output of a REP translation is a standard Fortrah 
program, and is compiled and loaded just like any other. You 
need to search the REP library in loading. Actually, the 
library needs to be searched 4 times. The loader doesn"t have 
the ability to search the library repeatedly until it finds 
no progress, <Smooth move, DEC!) so you would have to tell it 
4 times. But there is a solution. There is a tiny program, 
called lib.mac, that contains no instructions, only loader 
directives. It will do the searching for you. If you have a 
copy of it in your area, you can load and execute a REP 
program like this= 

.ex progname,lib 

On Dr. Glaser"s machine, that would have to be 

.ex progname.for,lib 

because if you leave out the extension, the machine will 
the source program (extension .rat) and run Ratfor (not 
on it. 

DEBUGGING 

find 
REP> 

TOPS-10 provides two debugging tools for Fortran programs, 
ddt and forddt. Ddt, the assembly language debugger, is 
recommended only for those who are experienced 10 hackers. 
Forddt is much better for those experienced in Fortran but 
not comfortable in the bowels of the 10. Forddt is documented 
in the Fortran-10 manual available from DEC. 
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One of the best features of Forddt is that it lets you set 
breakpoints on any subprogram entry, and at ~rty labei. Since 
REP programs dori"t have goto's, they don't have many labels, 
either. REP does generate labels, but you don't know what 
they are. One way out of this is to put in labels for 
debugging purposes. A good way to do it is to use small 
integers and -type . them at the left .margin • .This doesn_::_t 
disfigure .the program very much, and you just might leave 
them in permanently. 

I~ Fortran gives you a diagnostic, it usually reflects a 
similar error in the REP source progr~m. In nearly all cases, 
Fortran displays the offending statement, all 80 columns. The 
identification that REP put in columns 73-80 will be visible 
too, and can direct you back to the source error. REP's idea 
of statement numbering may not exactly ag~ee with yours, but 
it will usually be clo~e. One exception is when the code was 
generated by a macro. REP will tell you ~here the macro call 
was, but not where in the body the offending statement was. 

USING REP ON TOPS~20 

REP was developed on a 20, and actually runs a little better 
dn the 20 than on the 10. You could use the 10 version on 
TOPS-20, but there is a native mode version of the i/o 
libr~ry that runs like greased lightning and permits access 
to long file names. Also available on the 20 is complete jsys 
support, directly from· REP, with the entire MONSYM symbol set 
defined· ·as macros. <current only through version 3a of 
TOPS-20). The last version of REP to run on the 20 was 1.99, 
but. :i. s should be tr" i vial to take :::;; n 00 back to it'~; .~oot s. 
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PDP-10 PRIMITIVES 

The following primitives are very useful on 10"s and 20's. 
Many of them could be used with caution even in programs 
destined to run on other architectures. 

DYNAMIC MEMORY ALLOCATION: These operations can be 
implemented on most systems, but a thorough knowlege of the 
Fortran runtime environment is needed to implement them. You 
might have to write a memory allocator, or get memory from 
the operating system without confusing the Fortran runtime 
routines. On the other hand, they might serendipitously 
interface directly with a preexisting facility. 

a = alcoa (i) 

.-a ::'.:: a l cor· ( i ) 

Allocate i words of contiguous memory. Return address 
of leftmost word. alcor returns ERR if memory not 
available. alcoa aborts if memory not available 

<:all decor (a) 

Deallocate an area allocated with alcor. 

BYTE POINTER MANIPULATION: These routines manipulate pdp/10 
byte pointers. Although they are very close to the hardware, 
they could be implemented on other architectures. For a full 
discussion of pdp/10 byte pointers, see DEC's hardware 
documentation. It is recommended that these be hidden away in 
string handling routines written in Ratfor, 
They go well with dynamic memory allocation. 

b = adjbp (b, i) 

Perform the adjbp instruction on a copy of busing i. 
Return the adjusted pointer. 

c:all dpb <b, i > 

Deposit (low order bits of) i in byte addressed by b. 

i -- ibp (p) 

Increment byte pointer p with the ibp instruction. 

call idbp (b!, i) 

Increment byte pointer b and deposit byte i where it 
now points. 

:i - i 1 db (b) 

Increment byte pointer b and return the byte it now 
points to. 
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i = 1 db (b) 

Return byte pointed at by byte pointer b. 

b = point/pointa (object/address) 
b = poir1'~~~o_in!~ _ (o~j_f?_c:t/adcjr~ssL ~y_t;esi·ze)_ _ __ _ 
b = point/pointa (object/address, bitplace, bytesize) 

M.:":\ke a byt·e pointer. 

Point expects its first argument to be a Fortran dat~ 
object <variable, array, or constant>, and creates a 
pointer to that object. 

Pointa expects its first argument to be an address or 
an i nb?ger e:-:pr·essi on that evaluates to an address, 
and creates a pointer to that address. 

Otherwise, point and painta are id~nt.ical. 

Bitplace refers to the position of the rightmost bit 
of the addressed byte~ counting in appOsition to the 
DEC standard from 0 on the right to 35 on the left. 
Thus bitplace is identical to the p field of ·~ 

hardware byte pointer. This choice was motivat~d b~ 
the need to use predefined field definitions from the 
~ile monsym.rat, and may be changed in the f0tur~. 
Ther~fare, . ALWAYS DEFINE FIELD BOUNDARIES WITH A 
MACRO. 

If bitplace is omitted~ it defaults to 36. Such a 
pointer addresses an imaginary byte left. of the 
addressed word, and must be incremented before use by 
an :ildp, idbp, ibp, c>r ac:Ubp. Suc:h pointer-s ;are 
useful a~:. poi nb:-?rs tcJ byte ' strings, · ,·-ather- thc.'\n 
individual bytes. 

If bytesize is om(tted, it defaults to 7 bits. It is 
not possible to omit bytesize without also omitting 
bitplace. Kudos to Fortran. 

These formats do not resemble the point pseudo-ap in 
macro, as closely as might be desired. They differ in 
the order of operands, and the interpretation of the 
bitplace argument. This is to facilitate field 
definition by preexisting macros. 

No checking is done on the range or size of any 
ar_qument. 

BIT FIELD MANIPULATION: These operations extract contiguous 
bit fields from a word. They are related to the point/pointa 
primitives above, and p~ograms using them can be considered 
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somewhat portable, depending on_how they are used. 

i = f i e 1 d ( wor· d : i , p : i , s : i ) 

Extracts a field of bits from a word and returns it 
right justified. 

The bit addressing conventions are: <p> is the number 
of bits to the right of the rightmost bit of the 
field in a word, and <s> is the size of the field in 
bits. These are exactly what would appear in a byte 
pointer to access the field, in the p and s parts of 
the poi nt:.er·. 

The above convention differs slightly from that used 
in the pdp-10 assembler point pseudo-op. The reason 
for this is that the field definitions in monsym.rat 
follow the fi~ld/sfield convention, ahd the primary 
motivation for .these routines is to access partial 
words used in conjunction with jsys•s. In the future, 
we hope to correct this situation, so ALWAYS DEFINE 
THE FIELD WITH A MACRO. 

note: field(word,p,s) is equivalent to 
ldb(point<word,p,s), and field(inhalt<word,p,s)) is 
the same as ldb(pointa(word,p,s>>, etc. 

i = sfield (word:i, p:i, s:i, v,-alue) 

This is the opposite of field, which see. Sfield 
substitutes <the low order bits of) value in the 
field of word addressed by p and s, with bit 
addressing conventions as in field, point, and 
pointa. This; is a pur<?. function, i .. e. the 
substitution is made only in the function value, not 
in word itself, so word can be any expression, 
possibly involving indirect addressing via 
i addr· I i. nhal t. 

HALFWORD OPERATIONS: These operations manipulate the 18 bit 
halves of 36 bit words. They could probably be implemented on 
any architecture, as long as there are enough bits for the 
data. In evaluating the portability of existing programs, 
though, one had better be cautious. These operations are 
often used in manipulating vary machine dependent data; for 
instance, they could be used to extract or replace the 
address part of an instruction. But if they are merely used 
to pack 2 small integers in the space normally occupied by a 
larger one, that might be workable. The funny names <HLLE, 
etc.) are exactly the names of pdp-10 instructions, so look 
in a pdp-10 manual for further info .. 

:i -- hc.''\l.Vf2S CJ.€;)ft:i, h.ght:i) 

Compose a word of the right halves of the tv-10 
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i ..... 
i = 
i = 
i = 
i = 
i. = 
i = 
i = 
i = 
i = 
i = 
i = 

argument.s. 

hlle (i) 

hllo (i) 

hllz (i) 

hlre (i) 

hlro (i) 

hlr:z. (i) 

hrl.e (i.) 

hrlo (i) 

hrlz (i) 

hrre (i) 
hrro (i) 

hrrz ( i ) 

These are equivalent to the machine instructions of 
the same names: Get a Halfword, from the Left or 
Right of the argument, return it in the Left or Right 
of the result, with the other half of the result set 
to Zeroes, One~, or the Extension of the sign. 

l. = 1 eft < i ) 

Return left half of ar~u~ent in right half of result 
wit.h zerc::l fill. 

i = ri.ght (i) 

Return the right half of the argument, with the left 
half zeroed out. same as hrrz. 

INDIRECT ADDRESSING: These could probably be implemented on 
any Fortran, and can be used with care in portable programs. 
These go especially well with dynamic mamory allocation. 

i = inhal.t <.-a) 

Return the word at address a. 

a = iadd~ (anything) 

Returns the address of the argument, 
a Fortran va~iable, array, array 
e:·:ternal name. 

which ~should 

element, or 
be 
an 

SHIFTING: A simple shift operation. Probably portable to most 
syst.c'?mSS .. 

i = ls (j., n:i) 

Logical shift of i left by n. (right if n negative) 
end off, no sign extension. 
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EXPLICIT PACKING AND UNPACKING OF STRINGS: These depend 
heavily on the representation of character data used in the 
10. Better to avoid them. 

i ::: 

i = 
i -

packd (from:sp!, i, to:p, ..i, delim:c) 
p.:~ckdn (fr-om:sp, i, to:p, j, delim:c, n> 
packn (from:sp, i!, to:p, j, n> 

Copy the from string into the to area, starting with 
the i'th word of from and the j'th word of to. If i 
or j is zero, do no copying. The result string is 
guaranteed to be packed and terminated with a null. 
The source string may be packed or unpacked, and 
delimited by an explicit count <n>, an explicit 
character (delim), or a standard EOS, depending on 
which of the three entries is called, and which is 
st~en first in the sour·ce. Delim, if found is not 
moved. Returns the number of characters moved. 

i = unpkd (from:ps, i, to:s j::i, del:im:c) 
i- unpkn (frDm:ps, i, tCJ:s j:i,· count:i) 

Same as packd, packdn, packn, except that the result 
is unpacked, rather than packed. 

DIRECT ACCESS TO CHARACTERS IN PACKED STRINGS: These load and 
store characters in packed character arrays. It is probably 
better style tD use the regular Ratfor type character 
declarations, and if necessary, later use macrDs such as ps 
to pack them if necessary. 

c :::: i. gb 7 ( p, i ) 

Return i.'th character in packed character array p. 

call stb7 <p, i, e:·:p:c) 

StCJre character exp in i'th byte of packed character 
array p. 

MISCELLANEOUS OPERATIONS 

call DEFALT (code:i, val:ps) 

Set default DEVICE or EXTENSION for subsequent opens, 
removes, renames This is characteristic of the file 
system on the 10, and may have no meaning on other 
systems. if you must use them, best to arrange the 
program so that they are cDmpiled only in the 10 or 
20 ver·~:;i Dn .. 

True if user typed control-o since last itochk call. 
Used only by the user_signal macro locally added to 
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the Software tools editor. An equivalent type cif 
signal might be available on some interacti~e ~ystems 

c a 11 red i r ( s t d : f d , · f i 1 e: f d ) 

. Redirect STDIN, STDOUT, ERROUT to file Used by 
REDIRECT macro Really a part of the i/6 system, and 
could be implemented on any~system. 
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A DYNAMIC STRING HANDLING PACKAGE ON THE PDP-10 

This set of routines p~rmits handling strings of any length, 
up to the limits of available address space. This package was 
not designed for portability, but could be modified into a 
portable package, cbntingent upon the porting of the memory 
allocation and byte pointer primitives. These routines are 
all written in Ratfor. A few of them dissect byte pointers, 
and are therefore have to be considered nonportable 
pr-imitives. 

All of the routines in this package use pdp/10 byte pointers 
to address strings. Those that operate on existing strings 
(except delstr) can operate on any string, wherever the 
pointer p6ints, not just in dynamically allocated memory. All 
string arg0ments are passed as byte pointers, pointing one 
character to the left of the first character in the string. 
These routines are ol~iented toward!s Ascii data, and use t.he 
same EOS convention used in handling regular Ratfor strings. 
String arguments can have any byte size from 1 to 36 bits, 
although cinly 7 and 36 are likely to be used for ascii data. 
This package does not contain routines for accessing single 
characters. For that, use the byte pointer primitives. Use 
the point primitive if you ne•d a pointer to a string 
contained in static (i.e. Fortran) storage. 

Please note the distinction between a string pointer and a 
byte pointer. A string pointer is the byte pciinter returned 
by newstr, strsav, strsev, etc., when a string is created in 
dynamic storage. It points one character to the left of the 
first character, and can be used in all string and byte 
pointer operations, but it has a special bit pattern that 
cannot be recreated by any of the byte pointer primitives 
once it has been modified. Delstr checks for this bit 
pattern, sa you must preserve an exact copy of the initially 
created pointer if you intend to delete the string from 
dynamic: storar,Jf.~. It is ·for t.his l~easan th,~t mast of th<~s;e! 

routines preserve the exact value of any pointers pass~d to 
them. 

STRING CREATION: .These primitives create 
dynamic storage. The painter they return must 
in any way, or else the string can never be 
dynamic: storage • 

sp = newstr<length,size) 

new !:;tr i ngs in 
not be modified 

d€·?1€-?t.E~d ·fl~\::>m 

Allocate a null string of specific length and byte 
size The string will hold length characters plus an 
EOS 

sp = ~;trsev Css) 

Save a string, forcing byte size to 7 bits return the 
pointer 
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sp = !str-sav ( ss) 

Save an exact copy of str-ing ss in dynamic stor-age 
r-etur-n a str-ing pointer- to the copy. 

sp = plit ("liter-al 1') 

Save a. modified copy_ of a_ Holler-ith liter-al and 
r-etur-n a pointer- to the copy. The modifications to 
the or-iginal in the copy ar-e 

1. Backslash sequences <as in C> ar-e conver-ted to 
their- actual values 

2. Then any tr-ailing blanks ar-e r-emoved. 
3. Then up to one tr-ailing per-iod is r-emoved. 

These str-ange conventions allow the use of cer-tain 
special char-acter-s in liter-al str-ings, and ar-e also 
compatible with the tr-ailing per-iod convention used 
in er-r-or- and r-emar-k. 

The r-emoval of tr-ailing blanks is necessar-y because 
for-tr-an-10 pads lit~r-al str-ings with blanks out to a 
full wor-d. The tr-ailing per-iod need only be used to 
pr-otect r-eal blanks at the end of the str-ing. If you 
need a r-eal tr-ailing per-iod, however-, you must use 
two of them. If you have any hopes of por-tability, 
you must always use the tr-ailing per-iod~ 

The r-emoval of tr-ailing char-acter-s is done after- the 
backslash conver-sion, so backslashas can't pr-otect 
tr-aili~g per-iods o~ blanks. 

Th~? backslash 

\n or- \N 
\\ 
\t or· \T 
\b or- \B 
\r- or- \I~ 

\f or- \F 
\q Clf" \Q 
\d or- \D 

STRING DESTRUCTION 

call delstr-<sp) 

sequences ar-e 

NEWLINE 
backslash 
tab 
backspace 
car-r-iage ,·-etur-n 
for-m feE!d 
single quote 
double quote 

Delete a dynamic str-ing saved with str-sav or- str-sev 
or- cr-eated with newstr-. The pointer- passed must be an 
el·: act copy r.lf the pointer- or-iginally r-+:?t.ur-ned ~~~hen 

the str-ing was cr-eated. It is not. pos~ible to r-ecover
that. pointer- once it. has been modified with ibp, 
idpb, adjbp, etc. 
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STRING MANIPULATION: Unless otherwise noted, arguments are 
byte pointers, and an;! not modi ·f i ed. The poi nt.er, in al 1 
cases, must point 1 ch~racter to the left of the first 
character in the string, since the characters are retrieved 
with il.db"s. 

p = strcpy Cto,from) 

Copy string from to string to, stopping after moving 
EOS. The pointers are incremented BEFORE the move. 
Returns a pointer to the EOS in the rec~iving string 

p - strcat Cto,from) 

Concatenate string t to string s, stopping after 
moving EOS. The pointers are incremented initially 
Retu~ns a pointer to the EOS in the receiving string 

i = strcmp Css,tt) 

Compare two strings byte by byte in binary from left 
to right, stopping on EOS in either string. The 
pointers are incremented before the compare. The 
value r~turned is n if the strings are equal, 
negative if string tt > string ss, else positive. 

i = st1··le!n (ss) 

Count the characters in string ss, incrementing first 

i - strndx(str,pat) 

Find the index of pat in str; return 0 if no m~tch. 

sp = substr<str,from,count) 

Extract a substring from string str, of length count, 
sta~ting with the from"th character. If from is 
negative, index from the right of the string. If from 
out of range to the left, start with the first 
character. If from is out of range to the right, 
return a null string. if count is negative, count 
leftward, but don't reverse the characters. returns a 
pointer to a new dynamic string containing the 
substring. The byte size of the new string is always 
7. CAUTION~ the name is the same as the built in 
macro "subr::;tl~", so to usE·! this l~outine you mu~:;t. 

bracket or percent the name. 

NUMERIC CONVERSION 
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c: = strint <p, i > 

Convert a string to integer, ADVANCING THE POINTER. 
return first character after the number as value of 
strint return ERR if first nonblank, nontab ch~racter 
is not a digit or minus sign, o~ if the first 
c:har·acter c3fter the minus sign is not a digit. ignor_e 
leading blanks and tabs. 

!:;p = intstr(ar·g) 

Convert integer to decimal string with 
leading minus sign. Save the result as 
synamic string, ~nd return the pointer. 

INPUT/OUTPUT 

call strput <s, fd) 

Write string from pointer on file fd. 

possible 
a 7 bit 
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REP: THE HIDDEN PACKING METHOD OF STRING HANDLING 

This section describes a method of optimizing the amount of 
memory required for string data, perhaps at the expense of 
processing time, in environments that support no character 
sized elementar·y data type. It is intended for use on 
developed programs, after they are well debugged. The goal 
here is to make the modifications to the program as minimal 
as possible. 

What is needed is a set of macros that create a new data type 
for packed strings. The new strings must look just like 
character arrays to the programmer. This ~an be achieved 
using the macro facilities of REP. The macros to do it are 
quite complex, and translating time ~ay go up dramatically if 
they are used extensively, but typically it is only 
worthwhile to pack a few large tables, letting garden variety 
strings run wild. Part of the complexity of this method is 
due to the need to emulate Fortran as closely as possible, 
including the way parameters are passed to subprograms. If 
you are just creating a new data type from scratch, you can 
take more liberties. 

This method has not been proven in the heat of battle yet, 
that. is, it hasn't been used in any programs. But there is a 
working model of a macro package that uses this technique. It 
is; called "ps", fwr· packed string, after the prim<ar·y d<ata 
type it defines. The rest of this section describes ps. 

When you use ps, you change some of the type declarations ih 
the program from character to ps, for example: 

character table(80,100) 

wou:L d becomf.~ 

ps table(80,100) 

Arrays of type ps can be in local storage or common. The ps 
macro declaration starts the considerable machinery into 
movement. Here's what it does: 

. 
1. First, it records the type and dimensions of table, 

by defining 2 simple macros: table.TYPE and 
table.DII'1S. Tc':\ble.TYPE is de+inecj as; "ps" 
(naturally), and table.DIMS is the dimension list, 
without the parens. 

~2. Ne!·~t, it define~; tlte nafne 11 'l:.able 11 as a n1acrcJ with c·:\ 

parenthesized argument <the actual subscript list), 
an equal-sign argument, and a right argument of the 
e:·:prf.;!S~~ion variety. This will allc1w "table" to be 
used subscripted in any expression or on the left of 
an as!5i qnment.. 

3. Next is declares 2 genuine data objects: table.SPACE, 
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4. 

large enough to hold. the declared dimensions, and 
table.POINTER, which contains a string pointer to 
table.SPACE. This pointer is needed for passing the 
object to subprograms, since ps must mimic Fortran 
call-by~reference exactly. The automatic name 
shortening feature converts these funny names to 
legal identifiers. 

Finally, ps generates an assignment statement, 
initializing table.POINTER to a the cbrrect string 
pointer. This is necessary because Fortran can't 
create string pointers via data statements. The 
statement reordering power of REP sorts out the 
melange. 

This takes care of assignments and conditionals. Now, we have 
to implement call-by-reference for objects of type ps. This 
is not too bad on the receiving ehd. all that is needed here 
is tb declare actual parameters as ty~e ps. Well, not quite. 
They really have to be declared with a stripped down version 
of the ps macro, called psparm. psparm- is the same as ps, 
except that it omits declaring the space for the object and 
initializing the pointer. 

On the sending end, however, there must be a way of saying, 
"This u~:;e of 'table'is a call by reference." This is done 
with the macro psr~f<table) or psref(table(subscripts). Now, 
this wouldn't be too bad for a new program, but we hardly 
want to go through that hundred page listing, finding and 
changing all the uses of table in parameter lists. 

This is further complicated by the fact that table, or 
subarrays of it, will surely be used in calls to library 
routines. So, all the library routines involved have to be 
modified and recompiled with the program, too. Sounds heavy, 
and it is. But it only has to be done once per routine. Then 
they go into a special library for type ps. The modifications 
to any one routine are minimal, and all the affected routines 
are in regular Ratfor, not XYZ assembly and carburetor tuning 
language. 

Now arises the problem that some of these routines will 
inevitably also be. used f6r regular unpacked character 
strings too, so they have to have separate names. Back to the 
100 page listing? No! Macros to the rescue! Throw away the 
lQO page listing! If you already used it to put in th~ 

psref's, use it again to change them back before you throw it 
away. The solution is to define all the names of subprograms 
that handle arrays of type character, library or 
user-defined, as macros. These macros can interrogate the 
type of any appropriate arguments to see if they a~e ps, put 
in the psrefs, and choose the appropriate alternate entry 
points. Your precious code escapes unscathed, and only the 
systems programmer gets ulcers. 

The final ps package, then, will contain the macros necessary 
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to handle all the library routines that take string 
arguments, and variants of those routines as needed. Not 
really too bad. The package is even portable. The macros may 
have to be rewrittren for porting, but not the applications. 
Type ps will not be allowed in equivalence statements, which 
should be avoided like the kludge anyway, o~ in Fortran i/o 
lists, Which will also be rare if you use Ratfor I/0, unless 
you want to modify the compiler and runtime system, which 
probably ARE written in Carburetor Tuning Language <CT/L). 

One final blow: Programs using ps had better have a local 
frame for every subprogram, as described in the section on 
the macro generator. Otherwise, the scope of such things as 
table.TYPE will be greater than the scope of the objects they 
describe. Funny how bugs creep into programs. 
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A PACKAGE FOR. HANDLING DATA IN FIXED FIELDS 

This section describes a package for handling data structures 
composed of possibly overlapping character fields of fixed 
si~=e. Fiel_d l~efer··enc<~s can have a single subscript to allow 
tables, blocked reco~ds, and such. The package includes a f~w 
macros and a set of subroutines. This package has been used 
in real pn:·.HJr~ams, .performs-_admirably,_cm _the __ pdp-:-_1_(>, and ___ i_s 
port~ble. It should be considered as an alternative to 
formatted i/o for applications, say of a statistical nature, 
that read a lot of records with fixed field boundaries. 

Tc) ust~ this package, bring in the macros with a "use-~" builtin 
macro, and link the subprograms at load time. The macros are 
created from the same file that generates the subprograms. 

FIXED FIELD MACROS 

field name (base, index, width, offset) 

Base is the base address, an array or subarray of 
type character. 

In de)-: 
b i:\!5E!. 

is the index of the leftmost byte relative to 

Width is the width of the field in characters. 

Offset <optional) is the distance between the first 
character of the field, and the first character of 
it's next occuranc::e. If omitted, it defaults to the 
length of the field. This parameter is significant 
only when a field name is subscripted. It's 
motivation is to allow a specific:: field to be 
addressed in one of a set of blocked records, or the 
like. When defaulted to the length of the field, 
subscripting addresses groups of adjacent fields, 
tablf2 f.:!!shi6n. 

vHdth, i nde)·:, and offset may be any integer 

Field names may optionally have a single subsc~ipt. 

The subscript calculation is: index + (subscript-!) * 
offset. Thus a subscripted reference can be used to 
pick out one of several adjacent fields, or, when 
offset is greater than width, nonadjacent fields, in 
~"'limited fashicm. 

Defining a field creates simple macros name.B, 
name.I, name.L, and name.O defined as the base, 
index, width and offset, respectively. The field name 
itself is defined as a macro, that can take one 
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argument <the subscript>. This macro merely expands 
into 3 elements separated by commas, the base, the 
effective index, and the length. The effective index 
is actually an expression that does the subscript 
calculation. Knowing this, you can override part of 
the field name, if desired, in a macro or subprogram 
Celli. It' is correct to use parameters (e.g. name.L) 
from previously defined fields in the declaration of 
late1~ fi£-?lds;. 

move (field1, field2) 

Move characters left to right from fieldl to field2, 
left justified with blank fill. 

compan-? (fieldl, field2> 

Compare the fields in ascii. Sets condition code 
HIGH, LOW, or EQUAL The condition code is the same as 
that used by the standard library macro COMPARE, 
which compares strings. This operation is not 
implemented yet. The macro exists, but not the 
comparison function. 

Conversion macros 

SUBPROGRAMS 

ftos 
stof 
i tof 
itoflz 

(fielci, st.l~ing) 

<string, fi<~ld) 

<integer, fielci> 
< i nt.eger, ·field) 

i = ftoi (field) 

Move and append EOS 
Move and pad with blanks 
To decimal (leading bL:mh;) 
To decimal <leading zeroes) 

Convert a numeric fielci to an integer. 
signed. 

May not bt.~ 

call puthol C"stl~ing,, n, fd) 

Write a Hollerith constant (or array containing 
packed characters) on fd. n is the number of 
characters to write. This really has nothing to do 
with packed fields. It just. happens to be in the 
packaq£?.. 

YES/NO = num(field) 

Test a field for numeric, as in Cobol. Returns YES if 
the field contains only digits. 

i - getrec(fd, field) 

Read a record from open file 
record must end with a NEWLINE. 
shorter than the f i el ci, it is 

fd into field. The 
If the record is 

truncated, and if 
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longer, padded with blanks. 

call putrec(field, fd> 

The opposite of getrec. Write the field, 
trailing blanks~ and append a NEWLINE. 

C.?.\l-1 put·f.ld-(fi·eld,:... fd) 

remc)Vi ng 

Write a field verbatim on a file, and don•t add a 
NEWLINE. 
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